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WITH N.S.S. "SHOWMANSHIP ON FILM"

o
The audience-impression and sales-success of your tele'

vision film commercial depends on the care, artistry and crea'

tive showrnanship expended in its production. Our thirty
years of service to the motion picture industry enable us to

ofier the unlimited imagination,technical facilities and skilled
craftsmanship necessary to the production of an outstanding

television film commercial.
Popularity surveys and the satisfaction of top advertisers,

agencies and TV stations are proof that you can depend on

NerroNlr Scnrrx Srnvrcn for television film commercials

that convincingly tell your message, dramatically show your

story and unfailingly sell your product!
NerroNet ScnruN Ssnvrcr is ready to handle your film

commercial needs, through studios in New York and Holly'
wood...laboratories in New York, Hollywood, Dallas and

Chicago . . . ofices in 3l cities across the country.

a\
nilnm.,-\?recz scfrrttrVrNnwarNM;

I600 BROADWAY

NEW YORK I9, N.Y.

Chcle 6-5700
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tell tliem...show them....sell them 

WITH N.S.S. "SHOWMANSHIP ON FILM' 

gf LIVE-ACTION 

FILM 

Ef STOP-MOTION 
ANIMATION 

iff CARTOON 
ANIMATION 

Ef SPECIAL EFFECTS 

Iff TRICK 
PHOTOGRAPHY 

Ef FILM SLIDES 

The audience-impression and sales-success of your tele- 
vision film commercial depends on the care, artistry and crea- 
tive showmanship expended in its production. Out thirty 
years of service to the motion picture industry enable us to 
offer the unlimited imagination, technical facilities and skilled 
craftsmanship necessary to the production of an outstanding 
television film commercial. 

Popularity surveys and the satisfaction of top advertisers, 
agencies and TV stations are proof that you can depend on 
National Screen Service for television film commercials 
that convincingly tell your message, dramatically show your 
story and unfailingly sell your product! 

National Screen Service is ready to handle your film 
commercial needs, through studios in New York and Holly- 
wood ... laboratories in New York, Hollywood, Dallas and 
Chicago ... offices in 31 cities across the country. 

SEHVICI of MftMnnmr nftiionni.O^fi^ yj O/MtfMOr i 

1600 BROADWAY 
NEW YORK 19, N.Y. 

Circle 6-5700 
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Gleoming luminescenl moleriols,

excifed by on electron beom,
help creote television pictures

No. 5 in q series outlining high
points in television history

Photos from the historical collect.ion of RCA

o "Specpure Laboratorq," said a sign at-RCA Labora-
tories, "Do N ot Enter. Dust Is Our N o. 7 Trouble-mnkor."
On the floor were moistened rugs to trap shoe-borne dust.
Scientists and technicians had to change to clean white
clothing before entering the room.

Purpose of this meticulous housekeeping rvas to pro-
vide a place where no speck of dirt would handicap the
work in progress. RCA scientists were studying lumin-
escent mnterials-seeking ways to produce them in bulk,
while maintaining utmost quality and purity. Not even

In o speciol vibrqtion-free toom, ai,r-conditioned-and uaith tem-
perature and humidity eaenly controlled-tubes moae at a snail's
pace along this settling belt, uhile the luminescent coating settles
on tlrc face of the bulb in a deli,cate, fiIm-like coaering-a flawless
surlace, smooth and uni,f orm,

Ttris bloddJgminescenl moleriol, energized by ultraoiolet light,
proaided illumination fot this photograph. Luminescent materials
of the highest purity are produced. in bulk at RCA Tube Plant.

a qreck of foreign matter could be tolerated. One part
of copper in ten milli,on will show up as green spots on
a television screen.

Althougft phosplron $arre been known for centuries

-since even sugar, salt, and diamonds have been found
to have luminescent propertiet-LAle intensive research
was done until scientists began seeking to perfect these

glowing materials for use on the screens of television
receivers. A scientist at RCA Labmatories, in the
Specpure Room, was one of the frnt to developthe funda-
mentals for a way of making luminescent materials in-

bulk for television.

This development is one of the reasons why, at RCA
Tube Plant in Lancaster, Pa., they can now be made
by the tankful! Even in mass production, each "batch"
has uniform characteristics. White light, of the type most
suitable for creating television pictures, is produced by
mixtures of luminescent materials combined in exactly
the correct proportion.

Guarded at every step against any trace of contamina-
tion, these phosphors are deposited in a delicate film-like
coating on the faceplates of television tubes . . . where
they cling to the glass by a folm of molecular attraction.
Excited by an electron beam, they glow with a bril-
liant white light and thus produce the crisp black-and.
white pictures we see on television.

To television, the phosphors developed by RCA scien-
tists ale as important as paint is to a painter. The face
of the kinescope tube is the "canvas." A picture appears
as a visible image when the electron gun acts as a "paint
brush" to create patterns in the phosphors !

@1 Rodio Corporotion of Americo
\52 wonrD TEADER rN RAD,o-F,Rsr rN rEr.Ey,s,oN

Billions of speeiliiia 

electrons set 

phosphors "on fire" 

Gleaming luminescent mater ^Is, 

excited by an electron beam, 

help create television pictures 

No. 5 in a series outlining high 
points in television history 

Photos from the historical collection of RCA 

• "Specpure Laboratory," said a sign at RCA labora- 
tories, "Do Not Enter. Dust Is Our No. 1 Trouble-maker." 
On the floor were moistened rugs to trap shoe-borne dust. 
Scientists and technicians had to change to clean white 
clothing before entering the room. 

Purpose ot this meticulous housekeeping was to pro- 
vide a place where no speck of dirt would handicap the 
work in progress. RCA scientists were studying lumin- 
escent materials—seeking ways to produce them in bulk, 
while maintaining utmost quality and purity. Not even 
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In a special vibration-free room, air-conditioned —ard with tem- 
pErahire and humidity evenly controlled —tubes move at a snail's 
pace along this settling belt, while the luminescent coating settles 
on the face of the bulb in a delicate, film-like covering — a flawless 
surface, smooth and uniform. 

This blodt o^ iuminescent material, energized by ultraviolet light, 
provided illumination for this photograph. Luminescent materials 
of the highest purity are produced in bulk at RCA Tube Plant. 

a speek of foreign matter could be tolerated. One part 
of copper in ten million will show up as green spots on 
a television screen. 

Although phosphors have hteen known for centuries 
—since even sugar, salt, and diamonds have been found 
to have luminescent properties—little intensive research 
was done until scientists began seeking to perfect these 
glowing materials for use on the screens of television 
receivers. A scientist at RCA Laboratories, in the 
Specpure Room, was one of the first to dec clop the funda- 
mentals for a way of making luminescent materials in 
hulk for television. 

This development is one of the reasons why, at RCA 
lube Plant in Lancaster, Pa., they can now be made 
by the tankful! Even in mass production, each '"batch" 
has uniform characteristics. W hite light, of the type most 
suitable for creating television pictures, is produced by 
mixtures of luminescent materials combined in exactly 
the correct proportion. 

Guarded at every step against any trace of contamina- 
tion, these phosphors are deposited in a delicate film-like 
coating on the faceplates of television tubes .. . where 
they cling to the glass by a form of molecular attraction. 
Excited by an electron beam, they glow with a bril- 
liant white light and thus produce the crisp black-and- 
white pictures we see on television. 

To television, the phosphors developed by RCA scien 
tists are as important as paint is to a painter. The face 
of the kinescope tube is the "canvas." A picture appears 
as a visible image when the electron gun acts as a "paint 
brush" to create patterns in the phosphors! 
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Nation's Leading TV Stations 
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TV FILM PACKAGES 

O/T MAJOR 
&0 COMPANY 

feature programs 
with such stars as 

Barbara 
STANWYCK 

Robert 
YOUNG 
Jimmy 

DURANTE 
Claudette 
COLBERT 

Jack 
BENNY 

Paulette 
GODDARD 

Jimmy 
STEWART 

Merle 
OBERON 
Melvyn 

DOUGLAS 
Raymond 
MASSEY 
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<5 Z WESTERNS 

featuring 

THE RANGE BUSTERS 

KERMIT MAYNARD 

^SMITH BALLEW 
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• Carr°' No/sh B '"
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MUSICAL 
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230 
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• For further inform- 
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Summer Session - JULY l0

Yttite tot ,ut,, o*lr, . . .

TELEYISION WORKSHOP OF N.
1780 Broodwoy New York

Y.
l9

Operating a sound projector, lilm shooting, developing ond
Iitm editing is leorned by Stdio students, who must also

know whan to use lilm ond lilm soutces.

Moking up televlsion perlormers, vith pafticular ottention to
the color rgsponse ol the comen, is one ol the mony problems

ptoduction students must masten

PRODUCTION TRAINING
Study Units: Houts

Bosic Production ... .....'...30
Studio Aspects of Production .... .....30
Bosic Directing .... ....'... 30

IntermedioteDirecting .......30
Advcnced Directing .. . 30

Advanced Production ........ 30

Music, Moke-up & Costuming ... .... 30
Bcsic Writing for Television . . . 30
Advonced Writing .... 30

' FilmsforTelevision-l .:.. ... 30
DemonstrotionLob... ....... 30
Script Lob
Production Lobs .. .. .. 60
€lossProductionLob ........30

Totol Hours..., atO

Jaoui at. 

TELEVISION WORKSHOP of New York 

(hrnhkain Jsdwi&wn 

Jjiaminq Qmiah- m 

,1 m 

Summer Session—JULY 10 

• • • 

Write for Full Details . . . 

TELEVISION WORKSHOP OF N. Y. 
17d0 Broadway New York 19 

m 

Mi 
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Making up television performers, with particular attention to 
the color response of the camera, is one of the many problems 

production students must master. 

Operating a sound projector, film shooting, developing and 
film editing is learned by Studio students, who must also 

know when to use film and film sources. 

PRODUCTION TRAINING 
Study Units: Hours 

Basic Production  30 
Studio Aspects of Production 30 
Basic Directing   30 
Intermediate Directing  30 
Advanced Directing   30 
Advanced Production   30 
Music, Make-up & Costuming   30 
Basic Writing for Television  30 
Advanced Writing   30 
Films for Television -1    30 
Demonstration Lab   30 
Script Lab   30 
Production Labs   60 
Class Production Lab   30 

Total Hours. . . 450 



Students in the Studio
lrcining Course Receiv-

ing lnlormation about
tlre RCA Image Orthicon
Comero. 5tudio-class-
tooms ore latge, oir-con-
ditioned, Lectures ore
olten combined with
prccticol demonstrctions,
vith each studenf os-

signed to a pofticulor
piece ol equipment.

STUDIO TRAINING
Study Units:

Cornero Operotion-l (Bosic) .

Comero Operotion-2 (lntermediote). . ". .

Comero Operotion-3 (Advonced)
Control Room Operotions . . .

Remotes & Speciol Events .

Scenic €onstruction & Studio Lightins......
Speciol Effects .

Stqtion Monogement & Operotion
Fihn Sources & Equipment
Studio Proctices & Procedures .

FCC Rules & Regulotions
Studio Proctice Lobs .

Scenic Lob
Specicl Effects Lob
Film Lob
Inspection Trips to TVstotions ..... 15

Total Hours.... a50

Houts
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
l5
l5
45
30
30
30

lif----'l

A Student Production

lhe Main Studio
as Seen lrom
the Television

Wo*shop's
Contrcl Room

Students in the Studio 
Training Course Receiv- 
ing Information about 
the RCA Image Orthicon 
Camera. Studio-class- 
rooms are large, air-con- 
ditioned. Lectures are 
often combined with 
practical demonstrations, 
with each student as- 
signed to a particular 
piece of equipment. 
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STUDIO TRAINING 
Study Units: Hours 

Camera Operation—1 (Basic)  30 
Camera Operation—2 (Intermediate)  30 
Camera Operation—3 (Advanced)   30 
Control Room Operations    30 
Remotes & Special Events  30 
Scenic Construction & Studio Lighting  30 
Special Effects  30 
Station Management & Operation  30 
Film Sources & Equipment  30 
Studio Practices & Procedures  15 
FCC Rules & Regulations  15 
Studio Practice Labs  45 
Scenic Lab  30 
Special Effects Lab     30 
Film Lab   30 
Inspection Trips to TV stations  15 

Total Hours. . . 450 
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A Student Proauction 

// 
The Main Studio 

as Seen from 
the Television 

Workshop's 
Control Room 



Checklisf for Planners
of TV Commercials

by terry AIbefi
Dir. Advertising & Public Relotions

United Woild Films, Inc.

ELEVISION newcomers some-

times find themsblves over-
whelmed by the many considerations
involved in planning a TV commer-
cial. IThen analyzed one by one, these
problems are, of course, no more dif-
ficult than those offered by other ad-
vertising media.

The following checklist of basic
factors is offered as a navigation chart
that may help neophytes through the
sometimes confusing waters of video
advertising. Experienced hands also
may find it useful, as a reminder and
refresher.

L. Ute of tbe TV rnedium-\f/ill
television best solve the particular ad-
vertising problems involvdd, or would
the money be befter spent elsewhere?

If your product is used only by r
specific, limited group (an extreme
example might be wearers of glass
eyes!), or if your distribution stresses
geographic areas not effectively
reached by telecasts, TV would hardly
seem to be your dish. Other deterrents
would be considerations of delicacy
(as in the case of sanitary napkins)
and problems of legality (such as

those faced by liquor advertisers).

2. Budget allocation - TV costs

vary tremendously. Approximate time
charges for a single spot announce-
ment (20 seconds to one minute)
range from $12 on a small station for
Class "C" time to $250 or more for
Class "A" time on a big metropolitan
outlet. Charges for a single half-hour
program scale from $>o to $9oo; for
an hour, from $90 to $1,500.

4

Don't fail to make provision for
production as well as "time costs. A
one-minute film commercial may re-
quire a budget allotment of $100 or
$1,000, depending on its contents.
complexity, technical difficulties and
production standards.

Typical talent and production costs

for longer programs run about as fol-
lows: $4,500-$11,ooo for a half-hour
drama, $6,000-$15,ooo for a full
hour; $8,ooo-$15,ooo for a half-hour
variety show, $12,000-$25,000 for a

full hour. (Yet it has also been proved
possible tq Fut on acbept,hle programs
for less than one-tenth these costs!)

Veigh all items, and don't under-
budget. Television is an exacting,
revealing medium, and makeshift ef-
forts show up cleady fol just what
they are.

This does not mean that low-bud-
get advertisers cannot profit from TV.
On the contrarry, the dollar return on
small video investments is sometimes
amazing. Multiple-participation pro-
grams make good quality shows avail-
able at small cost. Expertly made stock
film commercials for a large variety
of products are offered for as little
as $Lo or $t5 per showing. And it is
often possible to do an effective sell-
ing job for little more than the cost
of a minute's air time, using a per-
suasive staff announcer and a demon-
stration of your product in use.

3. Sales therne - Remember that
television is an audio-visual medium.
Select themes that lend themselves to
exploitation by sight, sound and mo-
tion.

A can of motor oil held before a

TV camera is nothing. but an inert
metal cylinder, however glibly its
praises are sung. Find a way of pictur-
ing the beneficial effects of that oil in
the machinery of a car . . and you
have a seeing-is-believing commercial
that carries conviction.

Focus on a package of Chesterfield
cigarettes. You have an attractively
designed unit of paper and tobacco.
Take out one cigarette and lift it to
the lips of a favored performer like
Arthur Godfrey, let him inhale, regis-
ter satisfaction, exhale. You have a

promise of smoking pleasure that
makes real sense to every cigarette
user who sees it.

4. Spot or netuork? - Here the
vital iactors aie the method and
spread of your product distribution,
and the promotional activities of com-
petitors which need to be equalled or
outdone.

\Zhere distribution is selective and

specific, station-by-station pinpointing
may be most efficient and economical.
Regional or national distribution may
call for some kind of network cover-
age.

In such highly competitive fields
as cigarette promotion, keeping" uo
with the Joneses is vital; if one uses

network TV, the others probably can-
not afford to do lgss.

5. Program length - Your choice

befween brief announcements and
longer time segments will be influ-
enced by budget limitations and the
nature of the product.

TELEVISER

Checklist for Planners 

of TV Commercials 

by Jerry Albert 
Dir. Advertising & Public Relations 

United World Films, Inc. 

TELEVISION newcomers some- 
times find themselves over- 

whelmed by the many considerations 
involved in planning a TV commer- 
cial. When analyzed one by one, these 
problems are, of course, no more dif- 
ficult than those offered by other ad- 
vertising media. 

The following checklist of basic 
factors is offered as a navigation chart 
that may help neophytes through the 
sometimes confusing waters of video 
advertising. Experienced hands also 
may find it useful, as a reminder and 
refresher. 

1. Use of the TV medium—Will 
television best solve the particular ad- 
vertising problems involved, or would 
the money be better spent elsewhere? 

If your product is used only by i 
specific, limited group (an extreme 
example might be wearers of glass 
eyes!), or if your distribution stresses 
geographic areas not effectively 
reached by telecasts, TV would hardly 
seem to be your dish. Other deterrents 
would be considerations of delLacy 
(as in the case of sanitary napkins) 
and problems of legality (such as 
those faced by liquor advertisers). 

2. Budget allocation —■ TV costs 
vary tremendously. Approximate time 
charges for a single spot announce- 
ment (20 seconds to one minute) 
range from $12 on a small station for 
Class "C" time to |250 or more for 
Class "A" time on a big metropolitan 
outlet. Charges for a single half-hour 
program scale from $50 to $"300; for 
an hour, from |90 to $1,500. 

Don't fail to make provision for 
production as well as - time costs. A 
one-minute film commercial may re- 
quire a budget allotment of $100 or 
$1,000, depending on its contents, 
complexity, technical difficulties and 
production standards. 

Typical talent and production costs 
for longer programs run about as fol- 
lows: $4,500-$ll,000 for a half-hour 
drama, $6,000-$15,000 for a full 
hour; $8,000-Sl5,000 for a half-hour 
variety show, $12,000-$25,000 for a 
full hour. (Yet it has also been proved 
possible to put on acceptable programs 
for less than one-tenth these costs!) 

Weigh all items, and don't under- 
budget. Television is an exacting, 
revealing medium, and makeshift ef- 
forts show up clearly for just what 
they are. 

This does not mean that low-bud- 
get advertisers cannot profit from TV. 
On the contrary, the dollar return on 
small video investments is sometimes 
amazing. Multiple-participation pro- 
grams make good quality shows avail- 
able at small cost. Expertly made stock 
film commercials for a large variety 
of products are offered for as little 
as $10 or $15 per showing. And it is 
often possible to do an effective sell- 
ing job for little more than the cost 
of a minute's air time, using a per- 
suasive staff announcer and a demon- 
stration of your product in use. 

3. Sales theme — Remember that 
television is an audio-visual medium. 
Select themes that lend themselves to 
exploitation by sight, sound and mo- 
tion. 

A can of motor oil held before a 
TV camera is nothing, but an inert 
metal cylinder, however glibly its 
praises are sung. Find a way of pictur- 
ing the beneficial effects of that oil in 
the machinery of a car . . . and you 
have a seeing-is-believing commercial 
that carries conviction. 

Focus on a package of Chesterfield 
cigarettes. You have an attractively 
designed unit of paper and tobacco. 
Take out one cigarette and lift it to 
the lips of a favored performer like 
Arthur Godfrey, let him inhale, regis- 
ter satisfaction, exhale. You have a 
promise of smoking pleasure that 
makes real sense to every cigarette 
user who sees it. 

4. Spot or network? — Here the 
vital factors are the method and 
spread of your product distribution, 
and the promotional activities of com- 
petitors which need to be equalled or 
outdone. 

Where distribution is selective and 
specific, station-by-station pinpointing 
may be most efficient and economical. 
Regional or national distribution may 
call for some kind of network cover- 
age. 

In such highly competitive fields 
as cigarette promotion, keeping up 
with the Joneses is vital; if one uses 
network TV, the others probably can- 
not afford to do less. 

5. Program length —■ Your choice 
between brief announcements and 
longer time segments will be influ- 
enced by budget limitations and* the 
nature of the product. 

4 TELEVISER 
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A new article rnight best be tested
by carefully selected spot announce-
rnents, whereas a well-established
product can more easily support-anC
be benefited by-a more expensive 15-
rninute, half-hour or full hour sho*'.

NThen public acceptance varies
sharply from section to section, spot
commercials tailored to local require-
ments might be indicated, in prefer-
ence to lengthier programs which, be-

cause of their greater cost, are best

suited to network airing.

Is prestige a particulady irnportant
f actor? Longer time segments lenJ
themselves rnore readily to prestige
promotion.

6. Frequency - How many airings
will be required to achieve the desired
results, and at what intervals?

A highly speculative consideration
at best, even in the abstract, this is
fufther complicated by the practical
demands of budget limitations, the
type of sales theme chosen, and the
previous decision as to spot vs. net-
work TV.

However, some light is shed by
Columbia University professor Harry
Garret's psychological studies, which
indicate almost 5O/o foryetfulness of
a single advertising impression within
two days. Repetition at five-day in.
tervals seems to produce nearly,75/o
retention, for periods of a month or
more.

7. Scheduling - At what available
times of day or evening will the larg-
est-or most appropriate-audience be
reached ? Simple logic counsels agairist
promotion of pipe tobacco on a week-
day afternoon, when most of the best
prospects-adult males-are far away
from their TV sets.

Consideration must be given to the
audience draw of the programs im-
rnediately preceding and foltowing
the selected time. Coasting proftably
in the wake of somebody else's high-
rated show is an oft-criticized but
widely used method of getting a big
audience at little cost.

Programs competing for .the same
audience at the same time must also
be considered. So far, no large adver-
tiser has cared to risk a battle with.
Texaco's top-rated Tuesday evening
Milton Berle show.

8. Treatnrent of commercialr-Shatl

JUNE, I95O

they be "live" or animated? Inconclu-
sive research on this subject to date

seems to indicate a somewhat greater
sales effectiveness in the use of human
actors (on film or in person), rather
than cartoon characters. However, re-
tention of brand oames may be more
easily achieved through animated car-
toons. and difficult technical details
are certainly more easily demonstrated
in this way.

If part of a longer program, should

the commercials be separate entities
or can they be integrated with the
balance of the show? Integratic,n pro-
duces markedly greater viewer rapport.
"Martin Kane, Private Eye" accom-

plishes this by blending its U.S. To-
bacco Company commercials into the
story line, with the detective prota-
gonist stopping momentarily into e

store to buy-and praise-the spon-

sored products.
(Continaed. on next fage)

BROADCAST MUSIC,
580 FIFTH AVENUE . NE\(/ YORK

Inc.
19, N. Y,

FOR MUSIC INtu
NOW AND IN
THE FUTURE,

5--f F\ /,-a q-il 
-coyer! 

oll perforrnonces borh live ond ne-

rrs I ;{JMIU :liJ,:fiill:, :1",1H,:'""1ff:1. 
of records,

It provides for the gerforrnonce of BM|-ticensed
compositions without speciol cleoronce heodoches.

The cctolog of music licensed by BMI contcins over one hundred thousond
copyrighted titles ronging from fotk nusic ond be-bop to clossiccl.
BMI offers to television film producer olt the informotion cnd hetp they
need in obtoining the right to record rnusic on filnr fron individuot copy-
right proprietors.

BMI's television sewice Deportment is heodqucrtcrr for cornplete infonnotion
on perforning ond other rights in the rnusic of BMt, AMp, aad thc hundreds
of publishers offilioted with BMl.

BMI
GAltoollcll

rxDlx

--.. zj.f.t -

The BMI license with television stations-in
effect since 1940 ond for the nert ten yeors

MUSICAL CATEGORIES
FOR SCENE SETTINGS

BMI hos compiled c CATEGORICAL INDEX ol c bosic
guide in 3etting musicot scenel ond providing oppro-
priote bockground music for rcript situotions. lt is
proving itself indirpensqble to TV producers ond
progrom directors everywhere.

Write to BMI's Television Scwicc Deportrnent for
your coPy.

CHICAGO o HOLLYI9OOD o TORONTO o MONTREAL

A new article might best be tested 
by carefully selected spot announce- 
ments, whereas a well-established 
product can more easily support—and 
be benefited by—a more expensive 15- 
minute, half-hour or full hour show. 

When public acceptance varies 
sharply from section to section, spot 
commercials tailored to local require- 
ments might be indicated, in prefer- 
ence to lengthier programs which, be- 
cause of their greater cost, are best 
suited to network airing. 

Is prestige a particularly important 
factor? Longer time segments lend 
themselves more readily to prestige 
promotion. 

6. Frequency — How many airings 
will be required to achieve the desired 
results, and at what intervals? 

A highly speculative consideration 
at best, even in the abstract, this is 
further complicated by the practical 
demands of budget limitations, the 
type of sales theme chosen, and the 
previous decision as to spot vs. net- 
work TV. 

However, some light is shed by 
Columbia University professor Harry 
Garret's psychological studies, which 
indicate almost 50% forgetfulness of 
a single advertising impression within 
two days. Repetition at five-day in- 
tervals seems to produce nearly, 75% 
retention, for periods of a month or 
more. 

7. Scheduling — At what available 
times of day or evening will the larg- 
est—or most appropriate—audience be 
reached ? Simple logic counsels against 
promotion of pipe tobacco on a week- 
day afternoon, when most of the best 
prospects—adult males—are far away 
from their TV sets. 

Consideration must be given to the 
audience draw of the programs im- 
mediately preceding and following 
the selected time. Coasting profitably 
in the wake of somef ody else's high- 
rated show is an oft-criticized but 
widely used method of getting a big 
audience at little cost. 

Programs competing for the same 
audience at the same time must also 
be considered. So far, no large adver- 
tiser has cared to risk a battle with- 
Texaco's top-rated Tuesday evening 
Milton Berle show, 

8. Treatment' of commercials—Shall 
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they be "live" or animated? Inconclu- 
sive research on this subject to date 
seems to indicate a somewhat greater 
sales effectiveness in the use of human 
actors (on film or in person), rather 
than cartoon characters. However, re- 
tention of brand names may be more 
easily achieved through animated car- 
toons, and difficult technical details 
are certainly more easily demonstrated 
in this way. 

If part of a longer program, should 

the commercials be separate entities 
or can they be integrated with the 
balance of the show? Integration pro- 
duces markedly greater viewer rapport. 
"Martin Kane, Private Eye" accom- 
plishes this by blending its U.S. To- 
bacco Company commercials into the 
story line, with the detective prota- 
gonist stopping momentarily into a 
store to buy—and praise—the spon- 
sored products. 

(Continued on next gage) 
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The BMI license with television stations—in 
effect since 1940 and for the next ten years 
—covers all performances both live and me- 
chanical and whether by means of records, 
transcriptions, or film soundtrack. 
It provides for the performance of BMI-Iicensed 

compositions without special clearance headaches. 

The catalog of music licensed by BMI contains over one hundred thousand 
copyrighted titles ranging from folk music and be-bop to classical. 
BMi offers to television film producers all the information and help they 
need in obtaining the right to record music on films from individual copy- 
right proprietors. 

BMI's television Service Department is headquarters for complete information 
on performing and other rights in the music of BMI, AMP, and the hundreds 
of publishers affiliated with BMI. 

CMIOO*«cU 

IHPI* 

MUSICAL CATEGORIES 
FOR SCENE SETTINGS 

BMI has compiled a CATEGORICAL INDEX as a basic 
guide in setting musical scenes and providing appro- 
priate background music for script situations. It is 
proving itself indispensable to TV producers and 
program directors everywhere. 

Write to BMI's Television Service Department for 
your copy. 

BROADCAST MUSIC, Inc. 
580 FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK 19, N. Y. 

CHICAGO . HOLLYWOOD . TORONTO . MONTREAL 



"The Goldbergs" offers integration
of mood rather than story, achieved by
having the leading player stay in char-
acter as she offers neighborly advice
on sleep and caffein-and Sanka
Coffee.

Avoid pomp and ceremony; they're
alien to the TV medium. r$fork for
intimacy and sincerity. Dave Garro-
way's easygoing Congoleum-Nairn
comrnercials are near-perfect examples
of this technique. Stress simplicity;
limit the number of points made in
any one commercial. Make use of

the attention value of ntouenzefll,,

which only television affords so com-
pletely.

Other possible cornmercial forms
worth considering are simple product
demonstrations and time or weather
announcements.

9. On flm or "in person"/ - Spot
commercials scheduled for use in sev-
eral markets are usually better filrned,
thus protecting them from local varia-
tion and error. Commercials to be pre-
sented on longer network programs
lend themselves to either method. ex.

cept when it is sought to integrate
them with the rest of the show. In
this case, film is more dificult to use

(unless, of course, the whole program
is on celluloid).

Lo. Prodacing dgellc! - TV com-
mercials straddle two wodds: the ad-
vertising and the theatrical. A numbet
of ad agencies have the organization
to produce successful "live" com-
mercials on their own. None that I
know of are equipped to produce
complete film commercials. These

-rr.t b" farmed out to film-makers
specializing in this field.

Contracts covering such assignments
should be specific and binding, with
definite penalties for non-performance.
Payment'and delivery dat-es should be

cleirly set forth. Film production be-

ing a sometimes uncertain matter, the
advertiser should be protected against

the possibility of finding himself on
the air with nothing in the station film
projector but good intentions.

Advertisers and their agencies can

help prevent this by planning far
enough in advance to allow the film
producer all the time he needs to turn
out a top-quality job at a profit.

ll. Script - Everything that is to
be seen and heard should be set down
on paper in advance-and, perhaps,
laid out on a pictorial story board for
clear understanding. ITords alone are

not television advertising. Know in
advance what the viewer will see on
his screen.

12. Casting and props - Persons
and objects to be used should be care-
fully selected f6r greatest video effec-

tiveness. Small defects loom discon-
certingly large under the concentrate,J
scrutiny of the TV viewer.

13. Rebearsal - Plentiful rehearsal
is the key to pace, timing, general ef '

fectiveness and avoidance of eror. Re.
hearsal before the television cameras
is expensive; adequate preliminary
practice will reduce this to a minimum.

L4. Distribilion 
- lf the film is

used, decide in advance how many
prints will be needed to cover all
stations involved, and be sure they are
distributed in time for we.

15. Final airing or flning - Once
transmitted, the commercial cannot be
retrieved. If on film. be sure it is
everything you want it to be before
prints are released. If "live action,"
the more painstaking the preparation,
the less painful the post-mortems !

KLIEGL

PATcH SYSTEM
simplifies light control
in Television Studios

PBOVIDES efficient lcrcilities lor coruresting cnd controlling
the vcuiety oI lights used in television productions. Engi-
neered in coniunction with studio technicicurs, it meets q
bcsic need ol the industry. The system has been cdopted
crs stcmdcrd prcrctice by severcrl mcior chcins; permits
substantial reductions in opercrting costs, cmd surpcsses
cnything heretofore crvqilable in llexibility oI lighting cr-
rcrngements, It cffords cur cdequcrte nurrber ol individuclty-
{used, switch-controlle4 aonveniently-loccted light outlets
. . . combined with mecns lor "pcrtching in" cmy lights or
ltroup ol lights on dimming or non-dimrning circuits. It
services the entire studio, including ceiling qnd lloor light*
Its mcrry cdvcntcrges will be mcde known lo you upon
request.

CATALOG TV.s
contains a description of the "patch tystem" and
also a selection of lighting units especially de-
signed for teleaision purposes. l{rite for a copy

for reference.

KUCIE@U BR@S
Uxrvgnset- ELEcrRtc SrAcE [rcxrrxc Co.trc.

ESIABttSltEo t896

321 Wesr soth SrnEEr
New Yonx tg, N.Y.
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"The Goldbergs offers integration 
ot mood rather than story, achieved by 
having the leading player stay in char- 
acter as she offers neighborly advice 
on sleep and caffein—and Sanka 
Coffee. 

Avoid pomp and ceremony; they're 
alien to the TV medium. Work for 
intimacy and sincerity. Dave Garro- 
way's easygoing Congoleum-Nairn 
' ommerJals are near-perfect examples 
of this technique. Stress simplicity; 
limit the number of points made in 
any one commercial. Make use of 

the attention value of movement, 
which only television affords so com- 
pletely. 

Other possible commercial forms 
worth considering are simple product 
demonstrations and time or weather 
announcements. 

9. On film or "in person" ? — Spot 
commercials scheduled for use in sev- 
eral markets are usually better filmed, 
thus protecting them from local varia 
tion and error. Commercials to be pre 
sented on longer network programs 
lend themselves to either method, ex- 

cept when it is sought to integrate 
them with the rest of the show. In 
this case, film is more difficult to use 
(unless, of course, the whole program 
is on celluloid). 

10. Producing agency — TV com- 
mercials straddle two worlds: the ad- 
vertising and the theatrical. A number 
of ad agencies have the organization 
to produce successful "live" com- 
mercials on their own. None that I 
know of are equipped to produce 
complete film commercials. These 
must be farmed out to film-makers 
specializing in this field. 

Contracts covering such assignments 
should be specific and binding, with 
definite pi nalties for non-performance. 
Payment and delivery dates should be 
clearly set forth. Film production be- 
ing a sometimes uncertain matter, the 
advertiser should be protected against 
the possibility of finding himself on 
the air with nothing in the station film 
projector but good intentions. 

Advertisers and their agencies can 
help prevent this by planning far 
enough in advance to allow the film 
producer all the time he needs to turn 
out a top-quality job at a profit. 

11. Script — Everything that is to 
b< seen and heard should be set down 
on paper in advance—and, perhaps, 
laid out on a pictorial story board for 
clear understanding. Words alone are 
not television advertising. Know in 
advance what the viewer will see on 
his screen. 

12. Casting and props — Persons 
and objects to be used should be care- 
fully selected for greatest video effec- 
tiveness. Small defects loom discon- 
certingly large under the concentrated 
scrutiny of the TV viewer. 

13. Rehearsal — Plentiful rehearsal 
is the key to pace, timing general ef - 
fectiveness and avoidance of error. Re- 
hearsal before the television cameras 
is expensive; adequate preliminary 
practice will reduce this to a minimum. 

14. Distribution — If the film is 
used, decide in advance how many 
prints will be needed to cover al' 
stations involved, and be sure they are 
distributed in time for use. 

15. Final airing or filming — Once 
transmitted, the commercial cannot be 
retrieved. If on film, be sure it is 
everything you want it to be before 
prints are released. If "live action," 
the more painstaking the preparat'on, 
the less painful the post-mortems! 

KLI EGL 

Patch System 

simplifies light control 

in Television Studios 

PROVIDES efficient facilities for connecting and controlling 
the variety of lights used in television productions. Engi- 
neered in conjunction with studio technicians, it meets a 
basic need of the industry. The system has been adopted 
as standard practice by several major chains; permits 
substantial reductions in operating costs, and surpasses 
anything heretofore available in flexibility of lighting ar- 
rangements. It affords an adequate number of individually- 
fused, switch-controlled, conveniently-located light outlets 
. . . combined with means for "patching in" any lights or 
group of lights on dimming or non-dimming circuits. It 
services the entire studio, including ceiling and floor lights. 
Its many advantages will be made known to you upon 
request. 

CATALOG TV-5 
contains a description of the "patch system" and 
also a selection of lighting units especially de- 
signed for television purposes. Write for a copy 
for reference. 

KUKGL BR 
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.. inc. 

ESTABLISHED 1896 

321 West 50th Street 

New York 19, N.Y. 
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PART IC IPAI IO 1{ $

\Y/E would like very much to get
VV into television. but it is too

expensive for us to experiment with."
This statement or similady worded

ones have long been the bane of TV
stations when trying to sell agencies
and sponsors on the mediunr. Con-
vinced of the dynamic sales power of
video, the smaller advertiser particu-
larly wanted some way to eaie into
television.

Participations seem to be the answer.
In fact, one station's sales manager
credits this type of advertising with
enabling his outlet to show a sizable
profit this year in comparison with
last year's operating deficit.

The percentage of commercial ait
time devoted to participation pro-
grams in New York indicates the ex-
tent to which they have grown even
in this network originating city.

w Iz-Tv ................................., 5 %\rATV .....jj%rurABD .....50%
\70R-TV .... 'A5%rurNBT .....357o
\rCBS-TV ..............................30 %riTPIX ........30%

Most of the time purchased by par-
ticipation advertisers is for live stu-
dio programs.

The reasons for the popularity of
participations are:

Lout Cost. Although costs of par-
ticipations naturally increase with
choice air time and expensive talent,
they are nevertheless comparatively
modest. For example, on "Mad<et
Melodies" a minute participation costs
the sponsor $120, deceasing with
frequency. This is the same as for a
regular minute daytime spot on the
same station, WIZ-TV, New Yor!<
So actually, the participation adver-
tiser is getting the talent and commer-
cial presentation at no charges.

Lioe Detnonstration. Live commer-
cials permit the advertiser to fluctuate
the selling price of his merchandise,

rotate items to be sold, vary sales mes-
sage, etc. A live demonstration com-
mercial when professionally handled
is still considered by many as TV at
its selling best.

Personal Endorsernent N/ilbur
Stark, producer of the very successful
"Kathi Norris Show" and "Just For
You", considers this the most impor-
tant element of all. Most davtime
women's shows are built around a cer-
tain personality or couple. Viewers ob-.
viously tune in to such a program be-
cause they like the performers. Stark
therefore reasons that viewers are more
receptive to hearing these personalities
discuss the product than they would
be to any other type of commercial.
The program's star in delivering the
commercial message is also giving the
product a personal endorsement.

Program Identification Participa-
tions enable the advertiser to become
part of a big-name program on a mod-
est budget. They can profitably use
this program identification in various
promotional and advertising cam-
paigns. They can tie in their product
with the program on counter displays,
posters, cards, etc.

The smaller advertiser is not the
only one benefiting from participa-
tions. Nationally prominent adver-
tisers have used participations to sup-
plement their fully-sponsored shows.
They have found it an economical way
of intensifying campaigns for a cer-
tain product, market or audience. Of.
ten large organizations, such as Gim.
bel Brothers' Department Store, will
take an entire program period in
their name. Manufachrrers of merchan-
dise sold in the stores will, however,
pay for the participations. Cooperative
advertising such as this is also done by
chain stores and otganizations having
numerous dealers.

\Zith advertisers, big and small,
stations and ad agencies climbing on
the band wagon, participations are
obviously here to stay.

SPOTS
o ovER 100

. SPOTS oN

. THE AIR FOR

. AMERICAS

. LARGEST

. ADVERTISERS_

O PRODUCED BY

E r aY'0' ReillY
4SO LEXINOTON AVE.' NEW YORK

PLAZA 3-1531

TFI.TV- =9

TELECAST FILMS, INC.
presents a geries ol sure-lire

HISTORICAL FILMS
all ol whic!, ring the betl lor year
round television showings and
those slared lead the hit parade

lor

IULY FOURTH

"Our Constitution"*
"Our Declorotion of

lndependence"*
"Oul Monroe Doctrine"

"Our Louisiono Purchose"
"Our Bill of Rights"*

lf you aim al lhe largest possible audi-
enc. your besl insuranco is lo play one

or a serieg of fhase firms.

Running Time 18 Minutes Each

Eookings will be heavy across lha counlry.
For preferred play dale we utg6 your

early rsquesls, Rush them lo:

'Jnloraal Jilm^a, 0nc.
I 12 wEsT 48fh ST.,

NEV/ YOR,K 19, N.Y.
G. W. HEDWIG

As7*

PARTICIPATIONS 

WE would like very much to get 
into television, but it is too 

expensive for us to experiment with." 
This statement or similarly worded 

ones have long been the bane of TV 
stations when trying to sell agencies 
and sponsors on the medium. Con- 
vinced of the dynamic sales power of 
video, the smaller advertiser particu- 
larly wanted some way to ease into 
television. 

Participations seem to be the answer. 
In fact, one station's sales manager 
credits this type of advertising with 
enabling his outlet to show a sizable 
profit this year in comparison with 
last year's operating deficit. 

The percentage of commercial air 
time devoted to participation pro- 
grams in New York indicates the ex- 
tent to which they have grown even 
in this network originating city. 

WJZ-TV  55% 
WATV  55% 
WABD  50% 
WOR-TV  45% 
WNBT  35% 
WCBS-TV 30% 
WPIX  30% 

Most of the time purchased by par- 
ticipation advertisers is for live stu- 
dio programs. 

The reasons for the popularity of 
participations are; 

Low Cost. Although costs of par- 
ticipations naturally increase with 
choice air time and expensive talent, 
they are nevertheless comparatively 
modest. For example, on "Market 
Melodies" a minute participation costs 
the sponsor $120, decreasing with 
frequency. This is the same as for a 
regular minute daytime spot on the 
same station, WJZ-TV, New York 
So actually, the participation adver- 
tiser is getting the talent and commer- 
cial presentation at no charges. 

Live Demonstration. Live commer- 
cials permit the advertiser to fluctuate 
the selling price of his merchandise, 

rotate items to be sold, vary sales mes- 
sage, etc. A live demonstration com- 
mercial when professionally handled 
is still considered by many as TV at 
its selling best. 

Personal Endorsement. Wilbur 
Stark, producer of the very successful 
"Kathi Norris Show" and "Just For 
You", considers this the most impor- 
tant element of all. Most daytime 
women's shows are built around a cer- 
tain personality or couple. Viewers ob-. 
viously tune in to such a program be- 
cause they like the performers. Stark 
therefore reasons that viewers are more 
receptive to hearing these personalities 
discuss the product than they would 
be to any other type of commercial. 
The program's star in delivering the 
commercial message is also giving the 
product a personal endorsement. 

Program Identification. Participa- 
tions enable the advertiser to become 
part of a big-name program on a mod- 
est budget. They can profitably use 
this program identification in various 
promotional and advertising cam- 
paigns. They can tie in their product 
with the program on counter displays, 
posters, cards, etc. 

The smaller advertiser is not the 
only one benefiting from participa- 
tions. Nationally prominent adver- 
tisers have used participations to sup- 
plement their fully-sponsored shows. 
They have found it an economical way 
of intensifying campaigns for a cer- 
tain product, market or audience. Of- 
ten large organizations, such as Gim- 
bel Brothers' Department Store, will 
take an entire program period in 
their name. Manufacturers of merchan- 
dise sold in the stores will, however, 
pay for the participations. Cooperative 
advertising such as this is also done by 
chain stores and organizations having 
numerous dealers. 

With advertisers, big and small, 
stations and ad agencies climbing on 
the band wagon, participations are 
obviously here to stay. 

SPOTS 

• OVER 100 

• SPOTS ON 

• the air for 

• AMERICA'S 

• largest 

• ADVERTISERS— 

• produced by 

Gray-O'Reilly 

480 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK 
PLAZA 3-1531 

TFI-TV ☆ 

TELECAST FILMS, INC. 

presents a series of sure-fire 

HISTORICAL FILMS 
all of which ring the bell for year 
round television showings and 
those starred lead the hit parade 

for 

JULY FOURTH 

"Our ConstituHon"* 
"Our Declaration of 

Independence"* 
"Our Monroe Doctrine" 

"Our Louisiana Purchase" 
"Our Bill of Rights"* 

If you aim at the largest possible audi- 
ence your best insurance is to play one 

or a series of these films. 
Running Time 18 Minutes Each 

Bookings will be heavy across the country. 
For preferred play date we urge your 

early requests. Rush them to; 

•JsikaiiJtJ'UmA, 9nc. 
VV 112 WEST48tli ST.. 
W NEW YORK 19. N.Y. 

G. W. HEDWIS 

☆ 
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Candid

ETROM the time the first small mer-
r chant asked a friend to say a few
good words about his product to
others, until carefully worded testi
monial, advertising became a lucrative
means of income for stars, public
figures, and athletes. This type of ad-
vertising has carried the feeling of
something bought.

Now, the candid commercial, of-
fered in the words of unsuspecting
people, completely off-guard, hos

brought a new way of bringing a spon-
sor's message to the people. In its
honesty and complete believability, the

Commercials

Candid Commercial is the ultimate in
testimonial advertising.

How is it done? Hidden cameras,

and concealed microphones catch com-
pletely unsuspecting people, recording
in their own words, a product testi-
monial. Allen A. Funt Productions,
New York, has proved that the canCid
commercial can be applied to products
as varied as Philip Morris Cigarettes
and Simmons Mattresses. The public
still believes in the old adage: "seeing
is believing." The candid commercial
lets them see, and hear for themselves.

As an illustration of the complete
believeability of the current Philip
Morris candid commercials on tele-
vision, the Schwerin Research organi-
zation, working under actual test con-
ditions, discovered that Philip Morris
commercials scored two to three bun-
dred percent higher than any other
cigarette commercial tested.

To add interest and conviction to
the Philip Morris commercials on the .

Candid Catnen and Candid Micro-
phone programs heard on CBS tele-
vision and radio, the commercials are
obtained in the same place that forms
the locale of the entertainment oor-
tion of the show, and under the s'ame

conditions. Therefore, when the com-
mercials appear they are neatly in-
tegrated with the entertainment por-
tion of the programs.

The locale might be anything from
a small shop to Macy's Department
store: but wherever it is, the people
who are to appear never know, until
it's all over, the intensive preparations
that have been made for their visit.
Before their shopping trip is over they
may have become the candid, unposed
star of one of Allen Funt's plots, or
been inveigled into trying the Philip
Morris "nose-test."

Obviously this candid technique
doesn't result in a successful commer-
cial at every attempt. But the ratio of
usable film and sound track gotten
from people secretly filmed, and secret-
recorded, is unusually high in the
Philip Morris nose test.

In applying the candid technique in
the preparation of a candid sales-train-
ing filna for Simmons Mattresses, an-
other track was taken. It proved equal-
ly effective in testing the effectiveness
of an advertiser's message.

\Torking in the bedding department
at Macy's, it was discovered, through
the candid comments of customers,
that the national advertising campaign
of Simmons had actually created a
tremendous demand for Beautyresr
Mattresses.

\$7hen a customer asked for a Sim-
mons mattress an attempt was made
to sell them on some other brand.
The hidden cameras and microphones
recorded some amazing results. In
demanding Simmons as their choice,
the customers' arguments repeated al-
most verbatim the selling poinrs Sim-
mons has been making for years in
their national advertising campaigns.

uThile it may look simple, because
of the simple reality capfured by the
camera, getting the required material
on film is more complicated than a

Hollywood production. There are no
scripts . . . therefore no guarantee of
what will be caught on the film. The
real life locations often limit the
movement, so that getting the picture
and the sound calls for constant ex-
perimentation to improve the candid
techniques.

A crew of three is constantly on
the prowl for possible locations. They
carefully check physical characteristics;
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Commercials 

FROM the time the first small mer- 
chant asked a friend to say a few 

good words about his product to 
others, until carefully worded testi- 
monial, advertising became a lucrative 
means of income for stars, public 
figures, and athletes. This type of ad- 
vertising has carried the feeling of 
something bought. 

Now, the candid commercial, of- 
fered in the words of unsuspecting 
people, completely off-guard, has 
brought a new way of bringing a spon- 
sor's message to the people. In its 
honesty and complete believability, the 
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Candid Commercial is the ultimate in 
testimonial advertising. 

How is it done? Hidden cameras, 
and concealed microphones catch com- 
pletely unsuspecting people, recording 
in their own words, a product testi- 
monial. Allen A. Funt Productions, 
New York, has proved that the candid 
commercial can be applied to products 
as varied as Philip Morris Cigarettes 
and Simmons Mattresses. The public 
still believes in the old adage: "seeing 
is believing." The candid commercial 
lets them see, and hear for themselves. 

As an illustration of the complete 
believeability of the current Philip 
Morris candid commercials on tele- 
vision, the Schwerin Research orgam 
zation, working under actual test con- 
ditions, discovered that Philip Morris 
commercials scored two to three hun- 
dred percent higher than any other 
cigarette commercial tested. 

To add interest and conviction to 
the Philip Morris commercials on the . 
Candid Camera and Candid Micro- 
phone programs heard on CBS tele- 
vision and radio, the commercials are 
obtained in the same place that forms 
the locale of the entertainment por- 
tion of the show, and under the same 
conditions. Therefore, when the com- 
mercials appear they are neatly in- 
tegrated with the entertainment por- 
tion of the programs. 

The locale might be anything from 
a small shop to Macy's Department 
store: but wherever it is, the people 
who are to appear never know, until 
it's all over, the intensive preparations 
that have been made for their visit. 
Before their shopping trip is over they 
may have become the candid, unposed 
star of one of Allen Funt's plots, or 
been inveigled into trying the Philip 
Morris "nose-test." 

Obviously this candid technique 
doesn't result in a successful commer- 
cial at every attempt. But the ratio of 
usable film and sound track gotten 
from people secretly filmed, and secret- 
recorded, is unusually high in the 
Philip Morris nose test. 

In applying the candid technique in 
the preparation of a candid sales-train- 
ing film for Simmons Mattresses, an- 
other track was taken. It proved equal- 
ly effective in testing the effectiveness 
of an advertiser's message. 

Working in the bedding department 
at Macy's, it was discovered, through 
the candid comments of customers, 
that the national advertising campaign 
of Simmons had actually created a 
tremendous demand for Beautyrest 
Mattresses. 

When a customer asked for a Sim- 
mons mattress an attempt was made 
to sell them on some other brand. 
The hidden cameras and microphones 
recorded some amazing results. In 
demanding Simmons as their choice, 
the customers' arguments repeated al- 
most verbatim the selling points Sim- 
mons has been making for years in 
their national advertising campaigns 

While it may look simple, because 
of the simple reality captured by the 
camera, getting the required material 
on film is more complicated than a 
Hollywood production. There are no 
scripts . . . therefore no guarantee of 
what will be caught on the film. The 
real life locations often limit the 
movement, so that getting the picture 
and the sound calls for constant ex- 
perimentation to improve the candid 
techniques. 

A crew of three is constantly on 
the prowl for possible locations. They 
carefully check physical characteristics; 
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measure noise levels; check the flow
of people-and even the type of
people likely to be caught off guard
at that location. Once a suitable loca-
tion is found and permission granted
by the owner, another crew of techni-
cians takes over.

Blinds are set up to conceal the
cameras; microphones are hidden in
strategic spots, and the camera crew
and sound engineers move in. The
crew itself might pose as electricians
or other repair men so that outsiders'
suspicions are not aroused. \il7hen the
scene is set, Allen Funt moves in to
wait for "customers."

Every statement captured in a can-

did commercial is covered by a release

signed when it's all over, by the per-
son secretly recorded -and filmed. The
percentage who are willing to sign
such a release is close to 100 percent.

As might be expected, the cameras

get more on the film than can be used.

But while it is possible to edit such

film to a great extent, special pre-
caution is taken not to edit them too
much, lest there be the slightest ques-

tion of changing the content, or dis-
torting the true meaning of what has

been said. Very often some extraneous
matter is left in: things that can offer
greater proof by their candid side-
lights, than a signed statement attest.
ing to the candidness of the episode.

Severe editing of a candid sequence
has a tendency to destroy the natural
fabric of the film.

Of great importance to an adver-
tiser is the fact that the length of the
candid commercial can be longer than
avetuge. The element of entertain-
ment always present by the promise
of the unexpected happening compels
the viewers and listeners attention.

For television, most of the commer-
cials are filmed with 16 mm single
system cameras. The conversation is

simultaneously recorded on a synchron-
ized track of magnetic tape. In some

cases the filming is done in 35 mm in
single and double system cameras.

One thing is certain, the candid
commercial has opened up a com-
pletely new path for advertisers to
take in presenting a message that
reaches the people for one great rea-
son: It's believable.

JUNE, I95O

By Robefi E. Harris

MILTON BERLE is quite a man. You cannot appreciate how trull' he is
"Mister Television", unless you can penetrate his TV "Maginot Line" and

catch a rehearsal of the Texaco Star Theatre.

COLORFULLY DRESSED in maroon slacks, a blue iersey, and brown suede

iacket, Berle inevitably has a cigar in his mouth and a whistle sirung around

his neck. The whistle quickly summons aitention when his verbal directions can'

not be heard.

BERLE CREATES and molds the show from beginning to end. He bcoks

the talent, works closely with his writers, and is his own director. (Arthur Knorr
is the producer, Eddie Kahn is the T.D.).

SITTING lN THE FIRST ROW of ihe studio before a TV set, Berle is

able io speak through a microphone to both ihe per{ormers on the stage and

to the men in lhe control room. "Dissolve to a medium shot on camera three

and pan down"; "Start from the fourth bar and play if legaio"; "Kill *he spof

and bring up the stage lights"; "Paint those dummy cameras so fhat they

look real".

ONE MOMENT BERLE is on the podium leading the band much to the

astonishment of conductor Allen Roth, the next he is on stage demonstrating to

dancer Lou \7ills, Jr. how to segue into his specialty from a dancing stage

entrance.

WHENEVER POSSIBLE Berle has a sfand-in go through his own routines

while he views proceedings from the director's chair. When actually on stage,

he is able to call shots by wafching another receiving set located behind the

footlights. He directs wifh a firm hand and is easily upsef by inferruptions or

the failure of anyone to follow directions. However, he {requently breaks the

tense atmosphere prevailing in the studio with an ad lib gag.

ZANIES DEAN MARTIN and Jerry Lewis really give Uncle Milty a hard

time when guesting on his show by keeping in comic character at all times. Lewis,

when not making faces at himself in the stage monitor, might poke his head

through the stage curtains and call out "Hey, porter, what town is this?" He'll
suddenly turn to the studio assembly and say in a straight face "I suPPose you're

wondering why I asked you here today.".

LEWIS' FAVORITE PRANK is aping Berle's serious m.rnner of giving

directions. He'll laich on fo the boom mike and scream "Hey, Arthur, bring

in the zoomar and dolly out the cathode ray tube". ln a desperate attempt
lo get order, Berle said "lf you don't cooperate Jerry, after *he show you'll be

saying the cameras missed a lot of your sluff." "Oh you said that last time,

Berle" replied Lewis, "And we went over PRETTY big."

DEAN MARTIN, who is no slouch at ad libbing either, interrupted Lewis'

antics. "Come on, Jemy. Leave Mr. Bede alone," Martin said, "after all, we

can do anything but this is his only means of livelihood.".
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measure noise levels; check the flow 
of people—and even the type of 
people likely to be caught off guard 
at that location. Once a suitable loca- 
tion is found and permission granted 
by the owner, another crew of techni- 
cians takes over. 

Blinds are set up to conceal the 
cameras; microphones are hidden in 
strategic spots, and the camera crew 
and sound engineers move in. The 
crew itself might pose as electricians 
or other repair men so that outsiders 
suspicions are not aroused. When the 
scene is set, Allen Funt moves in to 
wait for "customers." 

Every statement captured in a can- 
did commercial is covered by a release 
signed when it's all over, by the per- 
son secretly recorded -and filmed. The 
percentage who are willing to sign 
such a release is close to 100 percent. 

As might be expected, the cameras 
get more on the film than can be used. 
But while it is possible to edit such 
film to a great extent, special pre- 
caution is taken not to edit them too 
much, lest there be the slightest ques- 
tion of changing the content, or dis- 
torting the true meaning of what has 
been said. Very often some extraneous 
matter is left in; things that can offer 
greater proof by their candid side- 
lights, than a signed statement attest- 
ing to the candidness of the episode. 
Severe editing of a candid sequence 
has a tendency to destroy the natural 
fabric of the film. 

Of great importance to an adver- 
tiser is the fact that the length of the 
candid commercial can be longer than 
average. The element of entertain- 
ment always present by the promise 
of the unexpected happening compels 
the viewers and listeners attention. 

For television, most of the commer- 
cials are filmed with 16 mm single 
system cameras. The conversation is 
simultaneously recorded on a synchron- 
ized track of magnetic tape. In some 
cases the filming is done in 35 mm in 
single and double system cameras. 

One thing is certain, the candid 
commercial has opened up a com- 
pletely new path for advertisers to 
take in presenting a message that 
reaches the people for one great rea- 
son: It's believable. 

By Robert f. Harris 

MILTON BERLE is quite a man. You cannot appreciate how truly he is 
"Mister Television", unless you can penetrate his TV "Maginot Line" and 
catch a rehearsal ot the Texaco Star Theatre. 

COLORFULLY DRESSED in maroon slacks, a blue jersey, and brown suede 
jacket, Berle inevitably has a cigar in his mouth and a whistle strung around 
his neck. The whistle quickly summons attention when his verbal directions can- 
not be heard. 

BERLE CREATES and molds the show from beginning to end. He books 
the talent, works closely with his writers, and is his own director. (Arthur Knorr 
is the producer, Eddie Kahn is the T.D.). 

SITTING IN THE FIRST ROW of the studio before a TV set, Berle is 
able to speak through a microphone to both the performers on the stage and 
to the men in the control room. "Dissolve to a medium shot on camera three 
and pan down"; "Start from the fourth bar and play it legato"; "Kill the spot 
and bring up the stage lights"; "Paint those dummy cameras so that they 
look real". 

ONE MOMENT BERLE is on the podium leading the band much to the 
astonishment of conductor Allen Roth, the next he is on stage demonstrating to 
dancer Lou Wills, Jr. how to segue into his specialty from a dancing stage 
entrance. 

WHENEVER POSSIBLE Berle has a stand-in go through.his own routines 
while he views proceedings from the director's chair. When actually on stage, 
he is able to call shots by watching another receiving set located behind the 
footlights. He directs with a firm hand and is easily upset by interruptions or 
the failure of anyone to follow directions. However, he frequently breaks the 
tense atmosphere prevailing in the studio with an ad lib gag. 

ZANIES DEAN MARTIN and Jerry Lewis really give Uncle Milty a hard 
time when guesting on his show by keeping in comic character at all times. Lewis, 
when not making faces at himself in the stage monitor, might poke his head 
through the stage curtains and call out "Hey, porter, what town is this?" He'll 
suddenly turn to the studio assembly and say in a straight face "I suppose you're 
wondering why I asked you here today.". 

LEWIS' FAVORITE PRANK is aping Berle's serious manner of giving 
directions. He'll latch on to the boom mike and scream "Hey, Arthur, bring 
in the zoomar and dolly out the cathode ray tube". In a desperate attempt 
to get order, Berle said "If you don't cooperate Jerry, after the show you'll be 
saying the cameras missed a lot of your stuff." "Oh you said that last time, 
Berle" replied Lewis, "And we went over PRETTY big." 

DEAN MARTIN, who is no slouch at ad libbing either, interrupted Lewis' 
antics. "Come on, Jerry. Leave Mr. Berle alone," Martin said, "after all, we 
can do anvthing but this is his only means of livelihood.". 
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THEATRE TELEVISIOI{
. . . . It's Relationship to Telecasting

by Nathan L. Halpern
Television Consultont to Fabian Theatres
ond other motion picture organizotions

installation. The television image is
enlarged so that it fills the movie-size
screen, the smallest screen to date be-
ing I1 x 20 feet-about 300 times
larger than the screen surface of the
large home receivers.

The picture and sound quality neces-

sary for theatre television must be
superior, for the public is invited to
pay to see it, and the comparison is
inevitable with 35 mm. Hollywood
film product on the same screen. The
engineering accomplishments which
have made theatre television ready,
are the development of an effective
Schmidt optics system and superi<.rr

electronic circuits for direct theatre
television projection, and the develop-
ment of rapid processing and superior,
synchronized film recording on 35
mm. stock, all in less than 20 seconds,
for the intermediate 6lm type of
theatre television.

In detail and resolution as well as

in graduation of monochrome shades,

theatre television already far exceeds

present home television reception, but
brightness is not as high as in the
home. Details unintelligible on home
sets are large and clear in theatre tele-
vision. To cite an interesting example,
during the last \Zorld Series there was
noticeable on theatre screens a round
object over second base looking much
like a baseball whenever the home
base camera at Ebbetts Field was used.
This resulted from a tiny fleck on the
tube of the pickup camera, not large
enough to be noticeable on home sets

or the network monitors, but big as

a baseball to the theatre audience be-
cause of the detailed definition of
theatre television. Some of the present
theatre television equipment is built

for high definition, capable of receiv-
ing a television signal of 1000 scan-
ning lines, about twice that of present
home telecasting standards.

The superior qua'lity required for
theatre television necessarily means

that the pickups, transmissions and
interconnecting facilities will have to
be of high quality in order to assure

the end-result required. Thus, ade-

quate pickup and connecting equip-
ment and new production techniques
will have to be developed specially
to suit the format of a theatre program
and the needs and desires of a theatre
audience.

Theatre television will open up new
potentials for television programming.
These programs will take into con-
sideration the basic differences between
a theatre and a home audience. \Zhere
home television dwells upon informa-
lity, limited scope and iestricted ac-

tion, confined design and setting, and
continual closeups, theatre television
must fill out its theatrical format with
size and scope, formal presentation,
more elaborate design and setting, and
greater attention to the details of
medium and long shots. The theatre
will not be squeezed into small unit
time segments for its shows, nor will
it be necessarily under the awful pres-
sure of new and different weeklv or
daily performances to fill time scired-
ules, consuming material and talent
like a terrible television tapewom.

The programs envisioned for theatre
television will supplement film presen-
tations with spontaneous and im-
mediate attractions heretofore not pos-
sible by film. In this category are news,
some sports events, special variety
shows, and similar programs which

\Y/HEN radio was spreading into
YY homes in the 1920's, sound

was coming into the theatres to sup-
plement silent films. Today, while tel-
evision is making iis phenomenal
growth into homes, television also is
coming into the theatres in the form
of theatre television.

For some time the film industry has

been looking for some means of har-
nessing the television medium to irn-
prove the variety of its product for the
public. This search is motivated not s<r

much to counter such effects as tele-
casting may have on theatre attenC.
ance, but by the positive desire to im-
prove theatre attractions and win ad-
ditional patrons. Theatri: television has

been incubated for some twenq'
years, long before there was any ques-
tion of television impact on theatre
attendance. But some of its basic

equipment problems were not licke.l
until a short time ago, thereby delay-
ing its start until recently.

An embryo alongside television
broadcasting's infant, theatre telev.i-
sion presents some interesting aspects
for those associated with the televi-
sion industry. Theatre television-tel-
evision on the large movie screen-
is an effort to develop a new and
special entertainment and information
service to the public in theatres. Ii
is based upon the belief that televi-
sion can add new programs to quality
film features which will increase the
public interest and attraction in
theatres.

Theatre television requires special
television equipment in the theatres.
now selling for about $25,000 plus
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THEATRE TELEVISION 

.... It's Relationship to Telecasting 

by Nathan L. Ha/pern 
Television Consultant to Fabian Theatres 
and other motion picture organizations 

WHEN radio was spreading into 
homes in the 1920's, sound 

was coming into the theatres to sup- 
plement silent films. Today, while tel- 
evision is making its phenomenal 
growth into homes, television also is 
coming into the theatres in the form 
of theatre television. 

For some time the film industry has 
been looking for some means of har- 
nessing the television medium to im- 
prove the variety of its product for the 
public. This search is motivated not so 
much to counter such effects as tele- 
casting may have on theatre attend- 
ance, but by the positive desire to im- 
prove theatre attractions and win ad- 
ditional patrons. Theatre television has 
been incubated for some twenty 
years, long before there was any ques- 
tion of television impact on theatre 
attendance. But some of its basic 
equipment problems were not licked 
until a short time ago, thereby delay- 
ing its start until recently. 

An embryo alongside television 
broadcasting's infant, theatre televi- 
sion presents some interesting aspects 
for those associated with the televi- 
sion industry. Theatre television—tel- 
evision on the large movie screen— 
is an effort to develop a new and 
special entertainment and information 
service to the public in theatres. It 
is based upon the belief that televi- 
sion can add new programs to quality 
film features which will in- rease the 
public interest and attraction in 
theatres. 

Theatre television requires special 
television equipment in the theatres, 
now selling for about $25,000 plus 

installation. The television image is 
enlarged so that it fills the movie-size 
screen, the smallest screen to date be- 
ing 15 x 20 feet—about 300 times 
larger than the screen surface of the 
large home receivers. 

The picture and sound quality neces- 
sary for theatre television must be 
superior, for the public is invited to 
pay to see it, and the comparison is 
inevitable with 35 mm. Hollywood 
film product on the same screen. The 
engineering accomplishments which 
have made theatre television ready, 
are the development of an effective 
Schmidt optics system and superior 
electronic circuits for direct theatre 
television projection, and the develop- 
ment of rapid processing and superior, 
synchronized film recording on 35 
mm. stock, all in less than 20 seconds, 
for the intermediate film type of 
theatre television. 

In detail and resolution as well as 
in graduation of monochrome shades, 
theatre television already far exceeds 
present home television reception, but 
brightness is not as high as in the 
home. Details unintelligible on home 
sets are large and clear in theatre tele- 
vision. To cite an interesting example, 
during the last World Series there was 
noticeable on theatre screens a round 
object over second base looking much 
like a baseball whenever the home 
base camera at Ebbetts Field was used. 
This resulted from a tiny fleck on the 
tube of the pickup camera, not large 
enough to be noticeable on home sets 
or the network monitors, but big as 
a baseball to the theatre audience be- 
cause of the detailed definition of 
theatre television. Some of the present 

_ theatre television equipment is built 

for high definition, capable of receiv- 
ing a television signal of 1000 scan- 
ning lines, about twice that of present 
home telecasting standards. 

The superior quality required for 
theatre television necessarily means 
that the pickups, transmissions and 
interconnecting facilities will have to 
be of high quality in order to assure 
the end-result required. Thus, ade- 
quate pickup and connecting equip- 
ment and new production techniques 
will have to be developed specially 
to suit the format of a theatre program 
and the needs and desires of a theatre 
audience. 

Theatre television will open up new 
potentials for television programming. 
These programs will take into con- 
sideration the basic differences between 
a theatre and a home audience. Where 
home television dwells upon informa- 
lity, limited scope and restricted ac- 
tion, confined design and setting, and 
continual closeups, theatre television 
must fill out its theatrical format with 
size and scope, formal presentation, 
more elaborate design and setting, and 
greater attention to the details of 
medium and long shots. The theatre 
will not be squeezed into small unit 
time segments for its shows, nor will 
it be necessarily under the awful pres- 
sure of new and different weekly or 
daily performances to fill time sched- 
ules, consuming material and talent 
like a terrible television tapeworm 

The programs envisioned for theatre 
television will supplement film presen- 
tations with spontaneous and im- 
mediate attractions heretofore not pos- 
sible by film. In this category are news, 
some sports events, special variety- 
shows, and similar programs which 
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have an immediacy which films cannot

attain. For example, frequent pickups

of the Metropolitan Opera are not like-
ly in home telecasting, no more than
they have been in radio except for Sat-

urday afternoons, while they may be-
come regular features in a chain of
theatres hooked together through
theatre television. Telecasters are mor3
likely to create shorter, mord adaptable
versions of opera for their medium,
as NBC and CBS have done already.
Theatres, on the other hand, are most
suitable places for televised transpos-
ing of full performances of the Metro-
politan Opera, Broadway plays and
musicals, etc., before audiences where
the theatre atmosphere and setting are
more conducive to faithful enjoyment
of the original production. Home tel-
evision has given little indication of
practical movement in their program-
ming direction.

Theatre television, when full-blown,
will originate its own shows, which
will be different from telecasts into the
homes. Only a few things, perhaps a

few sports and news events out of the
large number that take place, will in.
terest both theatre and home televi-
sion. Even in the sports arena, this
may not be true if some of the current
trend of sports owners away frorn tele-
casting should continue. Some events
like news will not be exclusive to any
medium any more than they have here-
tofore. In any event, it is clear that
theatre television programming in the
long run will be absolutely different
from home television, just as films
produced for the theatre have been
iifierent from films produced for
home exhibition.

In their very eadiest experiments,
several theatres have carried occasion-
ally broadcast television programs as

added features to their regular film
programs, upon appropriate arrange.
ments with the broadcasters and such
other interests as the case required.
The theatre-goers who have attended
these theatre television exhibitions are
mostly people without home sets who
have received these television pro-
grams with interest and enthusiasm.
Telecasters who have entered into
these arrangements have broadened
their television service to many people
who otherwise would be without it. Ai
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the same time, advertisers, television
networks and stations have had their
shows displayed before theatre audi-
ences in the showmanlike splendor of
large theatres with really large, qualitt'
television pictures.

S7hile advertisers, advertising agen-
cies, and television broadcasters are

seeking added circulation, theatre tel-
evision, as it continues to grow, can

provide added circulation for some
programs, with an audience whose at-
tention is undivided and focussed en-
tirely upon the screen. It is unclear
how long there might be theatre
television experimentation with pro-
grams originated by telecasters to the
public. For some events, this kind of
double-header may continue for 

^long time, but in other instances
theatre television may develop its own
programs more quickly.

Much will depend upon the rapidity
of growth by the new theatre televi-
sion industry. There may be some
fifty theatres going into theatre telc-
vision by the end of this year. But
this is only 50 out of 19,000 theatres
in the United States. The goal of this
new medium is to become nation-wide.
To this end, motion picture and other
organizations undoubtedly will begin
to develop programs for theatre tele-
vision. The potentials are there but
it remains to be seen how they will
be realized.

An important difference from home
telecasting is the dependence of theatre
television upon direct public payment
for programs through the theatre box-
office, whereas home television is ad-
vertising-supported. These basically
different economic foundations inevit-
ably lead to important differences in
programming and promotion to the
public, and, in my opinion, insure
two separate television industries for
the home and for the theaue.

In still another fashion the paths
of theatre television and home tele-
vision may run parallel. For technicol
and economic reasons theatre televi-
sion requires the use of radio frequen-
cies for mobile pickup, local distribu-
tion and intercity connection of
theatres. The quality of video signal
will require a minimum video band-
width on the order of 8 to 10 mega-
cycles, with perhaps an ultimately

greater requirement in prospect. To
this end, various representatives of
the motion picture industry intend to
participate in a public hearing sched-

uled bv the Federal Communications
Commission on the subjec of alloca-

tion of air channels for theatre televi'
sion.

To date, serious engineering re-

search for theatre television channels

has led to requests for frequencies
on the order of 56oo to 71oo megr-
cycles and perhaps higher. This por-
tion of the spectrum is not used for
television broadcasting, the allocated
broadcast VHF and UHF frequencies
being in the areas between 50 and 890

megacycles. Theatre television is in.
terested in point to point facilities, as

contrasted with telecasting's primary
broadcast services..There is, therefore,
no direct competition foreseeable be.

tween television broadcasting channels
and theatre television for radio fre-
quencies. A limited few STL's may be

located in the high frequency bands
but it does not seem likely that any
disturbance of existing allocations for
auxiliary telecast pulposes will be
occasioned by the theatre television
hearings.

It appears, therefore, that in most
respects, theatre television and home
television will be complimentary ser-

vices to the public, offering different
programs on different terms. There
may be some borrowing and associa-

tion between the two industries for
their mutual benefit. For example, iust
as eady theatre television experiments
are drawing upon home television
originations, so are motion picture
interests beginning to see the possible
advertising values in television trailers
for attractions in the theatres. This
will lead to the placement of more
advertising, particularly in the way
of spots, on television stations by film
interests, thereby underscoring some

of the mutual benefits from television
for both industries.

ITithout regard to the rate of
theatre television progress, it is clear
that television broadcasting will con-
tinue its phenomenal growth, while
theatre television goes its own s/a)t,

much as the home and theatre always
have served the public separately with
basically different approaches to the
entertainment and information forms.
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have an immediacy which films tannoi 
attain. For example, frequent pickups 
of the Metropolitan Opera are not like- 
ly in home telecasting, no more than 
they have been in radio except for Sat- 
urday afternoons, while they may be- 
come regular features in a chain of 
theatres hooked together through 
theatre television. Telecasters are more 
likely to create shorter, more' adaptable 
versions of opera for their medium, 
as NBC and CBS have done already. 
Theatres, on the other hand, are most 
suitable places for televised transpos- 
ing of full performances of the Metro- 
politan Opera, Broadway plays and 
musicals, etc., before audiences where 
the theatre atmosphere and setting are 
more conducive to faithful enjoyment 
of the original production. Home tel- 
evision has given little indication of 
practical movement in their program- 
ming direction. 

Theatre television, when full-blown, 
will originate its own shows, which 
will be different from telecasts into the 
homes. Only a tew things, perhaps a 
few sports and news events out of the 
large number that take place, will in- 
terest both theatre and home televi- 
sion. Even in the sports arena, this 
may nor be true if some of the current 
trend of sports owners away from tele- 
casting should continue. Some events 
like news will not be exclusive to any 
medium any more than they have here 
tofore. In any event, it is clear that 
theatre television progiamming in the 
long run will be absolutely different 
from home television, just as films 
produced for the theatre have been 
different from films produced for 
home exhibition. 

In their very earliest experiments, 
several theatres have carried occasion- 
ally broadcast television programs as 
added features to their regular film 
programs, upon appropriate anrange- 
ments with the broadcasters and such 
other interests as the case required. 
The theatre-goers who have attended 
these theatre television exhibitions are 
mostly people without home sets who 
have received these television pro- 
grams with interest and enthusiasm. 
Telecasters who have entered into 
these arrangements have broadened 
their television service to many people 
who otherwise would be without it. At 

the same time, advertisers, television 
networks and stations have had their 
shows displayed before theatre audi- 
ences in the showmanlike splendor of 
large theatres with really large, quality 
television pictures. 

While advertisers, advertising agen- 
cies, and television broadcasters are 
seeking added circulation, theatre tel- 
evision, as it continues to grow, can 
provide added circulation for some 
programs, with an audience whose at- 
tention is undivided and tocussed en- 
tirely upon the screen. It is unclear 
how long there might be theatre 
television experimentation with pro- 
grams originated by telecasters to the 
public. For some events, this kind of 
double-header may continue for a 
long time, but in other instances 
theatre television may develop its own 
programs more quickly. 

Much will depend upon the rapidity 
of growth by the new theatre televi- 
sion industry. There may be some 
fifty theatres going into theatre tele- 
vision by the end of this year. But 
this is only 50 out of 19,000 theatres 
in the United States. The goal of this 
new medium is to become nation-wide. 
To this end, motion picture and other 
organizations undoubtedly will begin 
to develop programs for theatre tele- 
vision. The potentials are there but 
it remains to be seen how they will 
be realized. 

An important difference from home 
telecasting is the dependence of theatre 
television upon direct public payment 
for programs through the theatre box- 
oftice, whereas home television is ad- 
vertising-supported. These basically 
different economic foundations inevit- 
ably lead to important differences in 
programming and promotion to the 
public, and, in my opinion, insure 
two separate television industries for 
the home and for the theatre. 

In still another fashion the paths 
of theatre television and home tele- 
vision may run parallel. For technical 
and economic reasons theatre televi- 
sion requires the use of radio frequen- 
cies for mobile pickup, local distribu- 
tion and intercity connection of 
theatres. The quality of video signal 
will require a minimum video band- 
width on the order of 8 to 10 mega- 
cycles, with perhaps an ultimately 

greater requirement in prospect. To 
this end, various representatives of 
the motion picture industry intend to 
participate in a public hearing sched- 
uled by the Federal Communications 
Commission on the subject of alloca- 
tion of air channels for theatre televi- 
sion. 

To date, serious engineering re- 
search for theatre television channels 
has led to requests for frequencies 
on the order of 5600 to 7100 mega- 
cycles and perhaps higher. This por- 
tion of the spectrum is not used for 
television broadcasting, the allocated 
broadcast VHF and UHF frequencies 
being in the areas between 50 and 890 
megacycles. Theatre television is in- 
terested in point to point facilities, as 
contrasted with telecasting's primary 
broadcast services. .There is, therefore, 
no direct competition foreseeable be- 
tween television broadcasting channels 
and theatre television for radio fre- 
quencies. A limited few STL's may be 
located in the high frequency bands 
but it does not seem likely that any 
disturbance of existing allocarions for 
auxiliary telecast purposes will be 
occasioned by the theatre television 
hearings. 

It appears, therefore, that in most 
respects, theatre television and home 
television will be complimentary ser- 
vices to the public, offering different 
programs on different terms. There 
may be some borrowing and associa- 
tion between the two industries for 
their mutual benefit. For example, just 
as early theatre television experiments 
are drawing upon home television 
originations, so are motion picture 
interests beginning to see the possible 
advertising values in television trailers 
for attractions in the theatres. This 
will lead to the placement of more 
advertising, particularly in the way 
of spots, on television stations by film 
interests, thereby underscoring some 
of the mutual benefits from television 
for both industries. 

Without regard to the rate of 
theatre television progress, it is Jear 
that television broadcasting will con- 
tinue its phenomenal growth, while 
theatre television goes its own way, 
much as the home and theatre always 
have served the public separately with 
basically different approaches to the 
entertainment and information forms. 
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Getting Suspense

l\/tOST people have had the exper-
lVI ience of picking up an innocent-
looking book, intending to read just
a few pages for relaxation before go-
ing to bed but finding themselves un-
able to close it until they have ar-
rived at the last page many hours
later. The elusive quality which makes
them unable to lav aside the storv and
to forget all aboui it is vaguely called
"suspense". Since in the television
industry the corresponding inability of
viewers to shift an another channel
is a state highly desired by sponsors,
it may be useful to understand the
nature of the psychological phenom-
enon called "suspense''.

One universal symptom of snspense
seems to be a certain, not too unplea-
sant, contraction of ths nervous sys.
tem. lJ7e become tense. because ihe
diameter of our blood vessels narrows,
we are being "drawn in", we feel
"close", "involved in the action," "ab-
sorbed". Undoubtedly, other circum-
stances being equal, a narrow winding
mountain path is more suspenseful
than flat fields stretching on an end-
less plain, and a spiral staircase more
so than a large ball room. Since of
our three media of visual entertain-
ment, ours is the narrowest and most
confined, it might just be that the
nature of television is closer to the
nature of suspense and that suspense,
in turn, may be television drama's most
powerful tool.

To formulate a tentative definition
derived from such observations, let us
call suspense "a slow, steady, inex-
orable progress toward an unknown
end". SZe immediately understand
why Sidney Greenstreet, the actor, has
created on the screen many suspenseful
characters; why the monster Franken-
stein was felt to be suspenseful,
why cats have always been regarded
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Into Uideo Dramas
hy lohn Reich-Boxter

as dramatic and susoenseful animals.
Mr. Greenstreet, Frankenstein and a

cat have in common that their move-
ments are slow and deliberate: that
there is about them a certain steadi-
ness of advance unmarred by sudden
jbrks; that we feel so much strength
in them that nothing seems to be
able to stop them; and, finally, thac
no one can exactly foresee what they
afe uP ro.

Since many writers and directors
aim to miror in their work the fast,
jerky and jagged rhythms of con-
temporary American living, they are
prone to overlook the slow, steady in-
exorable progress that truly suspense-
ful action should make in order to
involve the audience. If to an execu-
tive working in his deserted office af-
ter midnight, the door seems to open
slowly and in a completely even
movement, the suspense is great.
If it were flung open and a character
made a surprising appearance, the
executive, and we with him, might
feel shock, but not suspense. If thc
door slowly opened during office
hours, there would be little suspense
because the end of this action. as ex-
pected by him and by us, would be
just his private secretary making a
silent entrance.

If in Duvivier's excellent film "And
then There rJ7ere None". the camera
having previously established the pres-
ence of a cat in the castle, we see a

disarranged mass of knitting wool in
the middle of a room; if the camera
then proceeds to creep slowly and
evenly along one thread emanating
from that ball; if we are thus led
through several rooms and corridors
at the eye level of 

^ 
cat or of a close

observer bending over to trace the
thread; if the thread finally leads
upward and the camera rises to bring

into view a dead hand and then the
murder victim who was stabbed with
her own knitting needle, then thc
writer and director have applied this
definition of suspense literally to their
material and through subjective cam-

era treatment, have forced us to iden-
tify ourselves with a character in the
play. This identification compels us

to feel all the suspense that the creators

of that visual sequence have prepared
for their character. If the force shown
in slow and steady motion suggests

that it may be easily stopped, suspense

is dispelled as surely as if the move-
ment were abrupt, fast or jerky. It
follows that movement here means not
only physical motion but the whole
rhythm in which the writer tells his
story, the director realizes it on the
screen and the actors project it through
their nervous systems. .

The formula of the "unknown end"
is, however, not the only one by which
a writer and director may combine
their efforts to produce suspense. The
slow, steady, inexorable progress may
lead to an end known or surely an-

ticipated by the viewer, but unknown
to the characters in the drama. In the
French film "Bataillon de Ceil". re-
leased here under the incongruous
title "They rVere not Angels" there is
a long sequence showing the slow,
steady and inexorable infiltration of
German crack trooos into a forest sur-
rounding a lonely log cabin held by
French paratroopers who have slightly
relaxed their vigil the morning of the
Allied invasion'of Normandy. In the
face of the attackers' superior num-
bers, the outcome is completely cleat.
Yet by a slow and steady series of ac-

tions contrasting the ever-approach-
ing, inexorable Nazis-who slit the
throats of the few French guards-
with the happy feeling of relief and
victory which the French soldiers de-
rive from listening to their short wave
set, a tremendous suspense is built in
the viewer who identifies himself with
the threatened characters. Likewise,
children who notice the witch before
Hansel and Gretel see them feel such
unbearable suspense that they try to
tell the characters in the play of the
danger confronting them. If the slov',
steady, inexorable progress is marked,
the suspense may be upheld by identi-
fication with the character who natur-
ally does not know the end even if
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MOST people have had the exper- 
ience of picking up an innocent- 

looking book, intending to read just 
a few pages for relaxation before go- 
ing to bed but finding themselves un- 
able to close it until they have ar- 
rived at the last page many hours 
later. The elusive quality which makes 
them unable to lay aside the story and 
to forget all about it is vaguely called 
"suspense". Since in the television 
industry the corresponding inability of 
viewers to shift an another channel 
is a state highly desired by sponsors, 
it may be useful to understand the 
nature of the psychological phenom- 
enon called "suspense". 

One universal symptom of suspense 
seems to be a certain, not too unplea- 
sant, contraction of the nervous sys- 
tem. We become tense, because the 
diameter of our blood vessels narrows, 
we are being "drawn in", we feel 
"close", "involved in the action," "ab- 
sorbed". Undoubtedly, other circum- 
stances being equal, a narrow winding 
mountain path is more suspenseful 
than flat fields stretching on an end- 
less plain, and a spiral staircase more 
so than a large ball room. Since of 
our three media of visual entertain- 
ment, ours is the narrowest and most 
confined, it might just be that the 
nature of television is closer to the 
nature of suspense and that suspense, 
in turn, may be television drama's most 
powerful tool. 

To formulate a tentative definition 
derived from such observations, let us 
call suspense "a slow, steady, inex- 
orable progress toward an unknown 
end". We immediately understand 
why Sidney Greenstreet, the actor, has 
created on the screen many suspenseful 
characters; why the monster Franken- 
stein was felt to be suspenseful, 
why cats have always been regarded 

as dramatic and suspenseful animals. 
Mr. Greenstreet, Frankenstein and a 
cat have in common that their move- 
ments are slow and deliberate; that 
there is about them a certain steadi- 
ness of advance unmarred by sudden 
jerks; that we feel so much strength 
in them that nothing seems to be 
able to stop them; and, finally, thar 
no one can exactly foresee what they 
are up to. 

Since many writers and directors 
aim to mirror in their work the fast, 
jerky and jagged rhythms of con- 
temporary American living, they are 
prone to overlook the slow, steady in- 
exorable progress that truly suspense- 
ful action should make in order to 
involve the audience. If to an execu- 
tive working in his deserted office af- 
ter midnight, the door seems to open 
slowly and in a completely even 
movement, the suspense is great. 
If it were flung open and a character 
made a surprising appearance, the 
executive, and we with him, might 
feel shock, but not suspense. If the 
door slowly opened during office 
hours, there would be little suspense 
because the end of this action, as ex- 
pected by him and by us, would be 
just his private secretary making a 
silent entrance. 

If in Duvivier's excellent film "And 
then There Were None", the camera 
having previously established the pres- 
ence of a cat in the castle, we see a 
disarranged mass of knitting wool in 
the middle of a room; if the camera 
then proceeds to creep slowly and 
evenly along one thread emanating 
from that ball; if we are thus led 
through several rooms and corridors 
at the eye level of a cat or of a close 
observer bending over to trace the 
thread; if the thread finally leads 
upward and the camera rises to bring 

into view a dead hand and then the 
murder victim who was stabbed with 
her own knitting needle, then the 
writer and director have applied this 
definition of suspense literally to their 
material and through subjective cam- 
era treatment, have forced us to iden- 
tify ourselves with a character in the 
play. This identification compels us 
to feel all the suspense that the creators 
of that visual sequence have prepared 
for their character. If the force shown 
in slow and steady motion suggests 
that it may be easily stopped, suspense 
is dispelled as surely as if the move- 
ment were abrupt, fast or jerky. It 
follows that movement here means not 
only physical motion but the whole 
rhythm in which the writer tells his 
story, the director realizes it on the 
screen and the actors project it through 
their nervous systems. 

The formula of the "unknown end" 
is, however, not the only one by which 
a writer and director may combine 
their efforts to produce suspense. The 
slow, steady, inexorable progress may 
lead to an end known or surely an- 
ticipated by the viewer, but unknown 
to the characters in the drama. In the 
French film "Bataillon de Ceil", re- 
leased here under the incongruous 
title "They Were not Angels" there is 
a long sequence showing the slow, 
steady and inexorable infiltration of 
German crack troops into a forest sur- 
rounding a lonely log cabin held by 
French paratroopers who have slightly 
relaxed their vigil the morning of the 
Allied invasion of Normandy. In the 
face of the attackers' superior num- 
bers, the outcome is completely clear. 
Yet by a slow and steady series of ac- 
tions contrasting the ever-approach- 
ing, inexorable Nazis—who slit the 
throats of the few French guards— 
with the happy feeling of relief and 
victory which the French soldiers de- 
rive from listening to their short wave 
set, a tremendous suspense is built in 
the viewer who identifies himself with 
the threatened characters. Likewise, 
children who notice the witch before 
Hansel and Gretel see them feel such 
unbearable suspense that they try to 
tell the characters in the play of the 
danger confronting them. If the slow, 
steady, inexorable progress is marked, 
the suspense may be upheld by identi- 
fication with the character who natur- 
ally does not know the end even if 
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the viewer does. Again this formula
for suspense must be applied by the
writer to all the aspects of his story:
it must be considered in story lin",
characters, action and dialogue.

Vhen an electric storm is about to
break, everybody complains that the
atmosphere is "close". The outcome
of a storm, at least in a large city,
is known and constitutes no threat. al-
though small children who cannot
know the outcome are under much
greater suspense than grownups. Yet
a feeling of suspense persists and in-
creases when the storm clouds keep
drawing around above us, instead of
bursting. It may be useful to observe
that feeling and to imagine it from
rnemory when writing and producing
suspense stories. Undoubtedly the con-
traction of the nervbus system which
will result in an imaginative person
from such a rccall will make it easier
for him to feel a certain excited ten-
sion which is part of suspense.

Our language, speaks of "weaving
suspense" and "cutting suspense with
a knife", thus suggesting that sus-

pense has something in common with
a piece of cloth. As a piece of goods
is created by the movement and
countermovement of the shuttle, so

suspense is often created by the move-
ment and countermovement of only
two characters. The suspense createcl

by a man pulling a gun on another
man is simple and primitive, but
nevertheless suspense, as anybody who
has looked at a television screen will
admit. It may be helpful to writers
and directors to think of suspense as

a cloth woven by few, perhaps at its
best only by two characters. Too many
complex and distracting characters
mar the pattern of suspense.

No writer and director can go on
interminably building suspense. At
one point it will become unbearable
to the nervous system of his viewers.
On the whole. the older and the more
sophisticated the spectator, the more
susDense he can stand. If the creators
of a suspense program go beyond
this point the nervous system of their
public will open their natural safety
valve of laughter. Because this laugh-
ter, occurring in the dramaturgicallv
wrong moment may easily ruin his
work, all dramatists worth their salt
lookout for that breaking point of
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New York ...........1,300,000

Chicago 496,000
Los Angeles ..... 494,000
Boston 368,000
Detroit 23L,ooo
Cleveland ........... 223,OOo

Baltimore
St. Louis 128,000
Washington 128,000
Cincinnati 120,000
Milwaukee .........:................................ 110,000
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New Orleans
Miami
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Grand Rapids ................................. 2I,600
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Erie ................. 21,100
Houston 21,000

Chadotte ....................r.......... r4,600
Norfolk l4,ooo
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Binghamton 12,400
Birmingham 12,400
Greensboro 11,100
Davenport 1O,4OO

Jacksonville 9,900
Kalamazoo 9,500
Ames ............... 9,100
Huntington 8,500
Lensing 7,4AO
Phoenix 7,000
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27,t00
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24,800
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l
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Indianapolis
\0Tilmington

Louisville
Richmond 29,Loo
Seattle 29.OOO
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Albuquerque

Total TV Sets ..............,
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Ft. lYortb.
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....5,846.000
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suspense and either go temporarily off
the suspense accelerator or dispel the
excessive suspense themselves by comic
effects. The ancient Greeks, very seri-
ous people, had their short tragedies
followed by a fatce; Shakespeare put
comic scenes wherever the suspense,

as in "Macbeth", was too hard on his
audience, and good contemporary sus-

pense plays like "Angel Street" and
"Uncle Harcy" have not lost but
gained by temporary relief from sus-

pense or even, like "Arsenic and Old
Lace" by a skillful blend of comedy

and suspense. The audience is able
to accept a great deal more suspense

if it is fed those stresses and strains
not continuallv but with short inter-

vals of relief. A writer or director
who is tense all the time will not be

able to produce as much suspense in
the aggregate as one who, like Hitch-
cock. mixes with his tense events or-
dinarily anti-climatic moments.

By creating suspense, the writer of
a program puts himself under the

obligation of relieving it later and

of explaining to his audience the cir-
cumstances he first had to withhold
from his public. The results of certain
experiments with unrelieved suspense

on current dramatic television shows
are yet to be evaluated; but psychology
tells us that, much as everybody enjoys
suspense, few care to be left in that
state oermanentlv.
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the viewer does Again this formula 
for suspense must be applied by the 
writer to all the aspects of his story; 
it must be considered in story line, 
characters, action and dialogue. 

When an electric storm is about to 
break, everybody complains that the 
atmosphere is "close". The outcome 
of a storm, at least in a large city, 
is known and constitutes no threat, al- 
though small children who cannot 
know the outcome are under much 
greater suspense than grownups. Yet 
a feeling of suspense persists and in- 
creases when the storm clouds keep 
drawing around above us, instead of 
bursting. It may be useful to observe 
that feeling and to imagine it from 
memory when writing and producing 
suspense stories. Undoubtedly the con- 
traction of the nervous system which 
will result in an imaginative person 
from such a recall will make it easier 
for him to feel a certain excited ten- 
sion which is part of suspense. 

Our language, speaks of "weaving 
suspense" and "cutting suspense with 
a knife", thus suggesting that sus- 
pense has something in common with 
a piece of cloth. As a piece of goods 
is created by the movement and 
countermovement of the shuttle, so 
suspense is often created by the move- 
ment and countermovement of only 
two characters. The suspense created 
by a man pulling a gun on another 
man is simple and primitive, but 
nevertheless suspense, as anybody who 
has looked at a television screen will 
admit. It may be helpful to writers 
and directors to think of suspense as 
a cloth woven by few, perhaps at its 
best only by two characters. Too many 
complex and distracting characters 
mar the pattern of suspense. 

No writer and director can go on 
interminably building suspense. At 
one point it will become unbearable 
to the nervous system of his viewers. 
On the whole, the older and the more 
sophisticated the spectator, the more 
suspense he can stand. If the creators 
of a suspense program go beyond 
this point the nervous system of their 
public will open their natural safety 
valve of laughter. Because this laugh- 
ter, occurring in the dramaturgically 
wrong moment may easily ruin his 
work, all dramatists worth their salt 
lookout for that breaking point of 
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Richmond   29,100 
Seattle   29,000 

Binghamton   12,400 
Birmingham   12,400 
Greensboro   11,500 
Davenport   10,400 
Jacksonville   9,900 
Kalamazoo   9,600 
Ames   9,100 
Huntington   8,500 
Lansing   7,400 
Phoenix   7,000 
Bloomington   5,900 
Albuquerque   3,100 

Total TV Sets  5,846.000 
* Additional coverage for WaTiP-TV, 
Ft. Worth'. 
—NBC estimates 

suspense and either go temporarily off 
the suspense accelerator or dispel the 
excessive suspense themselves by comic 
effects. The ancient Greeks, very seri- 
ous people, had their short tragedies 
followed by a farce; Shakespeare put 
comic scenes wherever the suspense, 
as in "Macbeth", was too hard on his 
audience, and good contemporary sus- 
pense plays like "Angel Street" and 
"Uncle Harry" have not lost but 
gained by temporary relief from sus- 
pense or even, like "Arsenic and Old 
Lace" by a skillful blend of comedy 
and suspense. The audience is able 
to accept a great deal more suspense 
if it is fed those stresses and strains 
not continually but with short inter- 

vals of relief. A writer or director 
who is tense all the time will not be 
able to produce as much suspense in 
the aggregate as one who, like Hitch- 
cock, mixes with his tense events or- 
dinarily anti-climatic moments. 

By creating suspense, the writer of 
a program puts himself under the 
obligation of relieving it later and 
of explaining to his audience the cir- 
cumstances he first had to withhold 
from his public. The results of certain 
experiments with unrelieved suspense 
on current dramatic television shows 
are yet to be evaluated; but psychology 
tells us that, much as everybody enjoys 
suspense, few care to be left in that 
state permanently. 
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Televiser-Graph
Televiser-Graph is nof a personal program review. lf is, instead,
a technical analysis of iusi what the viewing audience gets out
of a particular program with concrete suggestio.ns for improv-
ing the producfion. Our obiective in presenting this new feaiure
is the general elevafion of television Programming technique.

sHo\?: Texaco Star Theatre

Mc oR sTAR: Milton Berle

srArIoN: \trNBT-TV
CHANNEL: 4

TIME: 8 p.m.

DATE: June 6, t950

8:00 P.M. Show opened with usual

Texaco Servicemen's spirited quar-
tet. (Audience Appeal: 50 to 52)

8:01 P.M. Milton Berle in garb of

June (not bashful) bride. Roundly
applauded by audience. (A.4.: 2)
to 60)

8:01 P.M. The Maroelt: Group of
seven springboard acrobats and

tumblers. Good. but in awkward
spot with audience not sufficiently
warmed up. Held firm. (A.A.: 60)

8:08 P.M. Martba Rale: Joined by
Milton Bede. Songs and dances.

Bede frequently changed costumes
to conform with Martha Raye's song

themes. Berle appeared in the guise

of Aly Khan, a matador, as Leo
Durocher and as a hotel page boy.

The show steadily increased in in-
terest by this teamwork. (A.A.: 60

to 30)

8:24 P.M. Norman Euans: English
comic, with his hand-operated cub
"Teddy" easily added to the upward
trend of the show by his skillful
manipulation of "Teddy" during
his trumpet numbers, plus his gro-

. tesque facial expression. (A.A.: 80' to 84)

8:29 P.M. Robert Adler: Joined by
Milton Berle, Martha Raye and

others in a two family skit which
terminated in a riot of action, pat-
ter and slapstick with some effect
in pie throwing. An accidental high
spot in the performaoce was reached
when one of the quarreling wives
stepped on a piece of slippery pie,
suddenly landing firmly and defio-
itely in a seated position on the
floor. The slip was entirely unex-

pected by the performers and raised

the graph rate abnormallY to e

high of 98. (A.A.: 84 to 98

to 80)

8:40 P.M. Sid Stone: Texaco com-

mercial. ITell handled, but unahle
to combat the result of the acciden-

ta! high attained in the preceding
rtlt. ("4.,A.' 80 to 64)

8:48 P.M. lan, Bart: Baritone. STell

received, but did not aPPear to 6t
the pattern of preceding evcnts.

Nevertheless, Bart held very well in
view of handicaps. (A.A.: 64)

8:51 P.M. Milton Berle: and cast in
a "Canadian Mounty" skit. Humor-
ous songs, dances and patter boosted
the show upward for the windup
(A.A. 64 to 74)

8:58 P.M. Texaco Seraicemen't Quat'
tet. liways holds well to curtain.
(A.A.: 70)

s:)9 P. M. E"d.

TECHNICAL NOTATIONS:

Camera Angles: Satisfactory. Closeup

shot of Norman Evans sliehtly
blurred.

f Carnrra Operations: Alert. Some close

views lacking in "The Marvels"
number.

Ligbting: Good overall. No special ef.
fects attempted.

Pace: Generally fast. NaturallT slow
numbers seemed slower by compari-
son.

Audience Appeal: Very high for the
first 39 minutes. Dipped from the

39 to the 47 minute. Good recovery

to the close.

T ec hnical Errors ; None noticeable.

High Point: At the 37 minute. Per-

former's accidental fall. reached 98.

60 MINUTE GNAPH
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eleviser - Graph 

Televiser-Sraph is not a personal program review. It is, instead, 
a technical analysis of just what the viewing audience gets out 
of a particular program with concrete suggestions for improv- 
ing the production. Our objective in presenting this new feature 
is the general elevation of television programming technique. 

show: Texaco Star Theatre 
mc or star: Milton Berle 
station: WNBT-TV 
CHANNEL; 4 
time; 8 p.m. 
date: June 6, 1950 

8:00 P.M. Show opened with usual 
Texaco Servicemen's spirited quar- 
tet. (Audience Appeal: 50 to 52) 

8:01 P.M. Milton Berle in garb of 
June (not bashful) bride. Roundly 
applauded by audience. (A.A.: 25 
to 60) 

S:©5* P.M. The Marvels: Group of 
seven springboard acrobats and 
tumblers. Good, but in awkward 
spot with audience not sufficiently 
warmed up. Held firm. (A.A.: 60) 

8:08 P.M. Martha Raye: Joined by 
Milton Berle. Songs and dances. 
Berle frequently changed costumes 
to conform with Martha Raye's song 

themes. Berle appeared in the guise 
of Aly Khan, a matador, as Leo 
Durocher and as a hotel page boy. 
The show steadily increased in in- 
terest by this teamwork. [ A A 60 
to SO) 

8:24 P.M. Norman Evans: English 
comic, with his hand-operated cub 
"Teddy" easily added to the upward 
trend of the show by his skillful 
manipulation of "Teddy" during 
his trumpet numhers, plus his gro- 
tesque facial expression. (A.A.: 80 
to 84) 

8:29 P.M. Robert Adler: Joined by 
Milton Berle, Martha Raye and 
others in a two family skit which 
terminated in a riot of action, pat- 
ter and slapstick with some effect 
in pie throwing. An accidental high 
spot in the performance was reached 
when one of the quarreling wives 
stepped on a piece of slippery pie, 
suddenly landing firmly and defin- 
itely in a seated position on the 
floor. The slip was entirely unex- 
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pected by the performers and raised 
the graph rate abnormally to a 
high of 98. (A.A.: 84 to 98 
to 80) 

8:40 P.M. Sid Stone: Texaco com- 
mercial. Well handled, but unable 
to combat the result of the acciden- 
tal high attained in the preceding 
slat. (A.A.: 80 to 64) 

8:48 P.M. ]an Bart: Baritone. Well 
received, but did not appear to fit 
the pattern of preceding events. 
Nevertheless, Bart held very well in 
view of handicaps. (A.A.; 64) 

8:51 P.M. Milton Berle: and cast in 
a "Canadian Mounty" skit. Humor- 
ous songs, dances and patter boosted 
the show upward for the windup 
(A.A 64 to 74) 

8:58 P.M Texaco Servicemen's Quar- 
tet. Always holds well to curtain. 
(A.A.: 70) 

8-59 P. M. End. 

TECHNICAL NOTATIONS: 
Camera Angles: Satisfactory. Closeup 

shot of Norman Evans slightly 
blurred. 

Camera Operations: Alert. Some close 
views lacking in "The Marvels" 
number. 

Lighting: Good overall. No special ef- 
fects attempted. 

Race: Generally fast. Naturally slow 
numbers seetned slower by compari- 
son. 

Audience Appeal: Very high for the 
first 39 minutes. Dipped from the 
39 to the 47 minute. Good recovery 
to the close. 

Technical Errors: None noticeable. 

High Point: At the 37 minute. Per- 
former's accidental fall, reached 98. 
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sHo,ur': Toast of the Town
Mc oR sren: Ed Sullivan
srArtoN: rtfCBS-TV

oarr: June 4, l9r0
rtun: 8:OO P.M.

8:00 P.M. Ed Sallioan; MC appears,
following dancing girls f anfare.
First number presented;

Lois & Lettas: Comedy number, Jug-
glers, mildly humorous, but interest-
ing. Spinning of 6 plates simul-
taneously; not nevr', but furnished
fair suspense for climax of this
numkr. (Audience Appeal: 5O
to 60)

8:07 P.M. Deep Riaer Boys: Good
quartet harmony; microphone not
placed for full advantage. Har-
mony by yodlers well received and
materially increased upward trend
of the show. (4.4. 60 to 66)

8:14 P.M. Iaa Kitcbell: Dancing
comedienne, mildly humorous rou-
tine. Interest rose, then fell. Rou-
tine closed with unclimaxed finish
and on her way off stage, Iva col-
Iided with Ed Sullivan. (A.A.:
66 to 68 to 62)

8:24 P.M. Comrnercial: A motion
picture film heavily burdened with
shots of racing cars at high speeds,
thinly related to the commentators
remarks, which were directed to the
sponsors product, Unnecessary sag
here. (A.A.: 62 to 58)

8:26 P.M. loe €z Lott Anders: High
bar on single wheel jugglers. t$Zill
donq but not strong enough to over-
come preceding sag. Slight recession
in appeal. (A.A.: 58 to 56)

8:32 P.M. Patricia Brigbt: Singing
comedienne. Did her best to over-
come the sag, and succeeded in
raising interest slightly. (A.A.: 56
to 64)

8:38 P.M. Pat C. Flick: Upward
trend begun by Patricia Bright was
easily boosted further by Flick irom
his seat in the balcony. Expert de-
livery of his material used, was, for
the most part, a repetition of Flicks
previous appearances on the Toast
of the Town. (A.A.: 64 to 70\

8:46: Patti Page: Songs. Good, but
in bad spot for slow moving per-
formance. Televiewers attention ciis-
tracted by super-imposition of cotton
clouds effects which smeared across
Patti's face in close-up views. Lack
of good pictorial taste evident here.
(A.A.: 70 to 62)

8:)6 P.M. Ed Sillioan: Always a
welcome figure. Always serious,
even when smiling. Introductions
of known and unknown celebrities.
This sequence seems to suggest
"Time Killing". Vhen used so near
the close of the show, it becomes an
unmistakable signal that the presen-
tation is about over. Its the green
light for dialaway. Omission of a

climax is the direct cause of this

severe drop in interest at the close.
Two points above the tolerance line.
(A.A.: 62 to 52)

8:58 P.M. Dancing girls for closing
sequence. (A.A.: 52)

8:J9 P.M. End.

TECHNICAL NOTATIONS:

Camera Angles: lfell selected
Catrerrt Operationt: Alert. Generally

good.

Ligbting: Good.

Pace: Generally sluggish. Lacking
one or two rapid numbers.

Audience, Appeal: Started well and
held up for 28 minutes, then dipped
badly up to the 33 minute. Good re-
covery to the 46 minutq followed
by downward trend and bad drop
after the 56 minute due to lack o]
closing climax.

Tecbnical Errorc:
1. Iva Kitchell's unclimaxed num-

ber and collision s/ith MC.
2. Thinly related commercial mo-

tion picture.

3. Flicks repetition of material re-
cently used on Toast of the
Town.

4. Smearing of Patti Page's face
with stiff cotton-like clouds.

l. Introduction of celebrities in
place of a closing climax.

Higb Point: Iva Kitchell dancing 68
Pat C. Flick 70.
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show: Toasi of the Town 
mc or star: Ed Sullivan 
station: WCBS-TV 
date: June 4, 1950 
time: 8:00 P.M. 

8:00 P.M. MC appears, ^ 
following dancing girls fanfare. 
First number presented; 
Lois & Lettas: Comedy number, Jug 
glers, mildly humorous, but interest- 
ing. Spinning of 6 plates simul- A 
taneously; not new, but furnished L 
fair suspense for climax of this 
number. (Audience Appeal: 50 
to 60) 

8:07 P.M. Deep Riper Boys'. Good 
quartet harmony; microphone not 
placed for full advantage. Har- 
mony by yodlers well received and 
materially increased upward trend 
of the show. ^A.A. 60 to 66) 

8:14 P.M. Iva Kitchell: Dancing 
comedienne, mildly humorous rou- 
tine. Interest rose, then fell. Rou- 
tine closed with unclimaxed finish 
and on her way off stage, Iva col- 
lided with Ed Sullivan. (A. A.; 
66 to 68 to 62) 

8:24 P.M. Commercial-. A motion 
picture film heavily burdened with 
shots of racing cars at high speeds, 
thinly related to the commentators 
remarks, which were directed to the 
sponsors product. Unnecessary sag 
here. (A.A : 62 to 58) 

8:26 P.M. Joe & Lott Anders'. High 
bar on single wheel jugglers. Well 
done, but not strong enough to over- 
come preceding sag. Slight recession 
in appeal. (A.A.: 58 to 56) 

8:32 P.M. Patricia Bright'. Singing 
comedienne. Did her best to over- 
come the sag, and succeeded in 
raising interest slightly. (A.A.: 56 
to 64) 
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8:38 P.M. Pat C. Flick: Upward 
trend begun by Patricia Bright was 
easily boosted further by Flick from 
his seat in the balcony. Expert de- 
livery of his material used, was, for 
the most part, a repetition of Flicks 
previous appearances on the Toast 
of the Town. (A.A.; 64 to 70) 

8:46: Patti Page: Songs. Good, but 
in bad spot for slow moving per- 
formance. Televiewers attention dis- 
tracted by super-imposition ot cotton 
clouds effects which smeared across 
Patti's face in close-up views. Lack 
of good pictorial taste evident here. 
(A.A.: 70 to 62) 

8:56 P.M. Ed Sullivan: Always a 
welcome figure. Always serious, 
even when smiling. Introductions 
of known and unknown celebrities. 
This sequence seems to suggest 
"Time Killing". When used so near 
the close of the show, it becomes an 
unmistakable signal that the presen- 
tation is about over. Its the green 
light for dialaway. Omission of a 
(linux is the direct cause of this 

GRAPH KEY 
Appeal Line No. 50  Tolerance Line 
Above "Appeal" Line No. 50 ... . Safe Area 
Below "Appeal" Line No. 50 ... . Tolerance Falls Rapidly 
Numerals Above Graph  Presentation by Minutes 
Numerals at Left of Graph  Audience Appeal 

severe drop in interest at the close. 
Two points above the tolerance line. 
(A.A.: 62 to 52) 

8:58 P.M. Dancing girls for closing 
sequence. (A A. 52) 

8:59 P.M. End. 

TECHNICAL NOTATIONS: 
Camera Angles: Well selected. 
Camera Operations: Alert. Generally 

good. 

Lighting: Good. 

Pace: Generally sluggish. lacking 
one or two rapid numbers. 

Audience Appeal: Started well and 
held up for 28 minutes, then dipped 
badly up to the 33 minute. Good re- 
covery to the 46 minute, followed 
by downward trend and bad drop 
after the 56 minute due to lack of 
closing climax. 

Technical Errors: 
1. Iva Kitchell's unclimaxed num- 

ber and collision with MC. 
2. Thinly related commen tal mo- 

tion picture. 
3. Flicks repetition of material re 

cently used on Toast of the 
Town. 

4. Smearing of Patti Page's fare 
with stiff cotton-like clouds. 

5. Introduction of celebrities in 
place of a closing climax. 

High Point: Iva Kitchell dancing 68 
Pat C. Flick 70. 
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Television Direetor
by Bill Hobin

(Director "Goruoway At Large")

FfrIME, experience, and bitter results
I reveal that a major deficiency

among all of us is the lack of the
ability to utilize, to the best of ad-
vantage, our major tool the
camera.

Eliminating the fancy phrases and
accepting the established format of
elementary directing culled from all
forms of theatrical endeavor, let's be
basic about television. The camere
must not be used as a mere recording
device. but as a selective instrument
which we use to enhance the basic
ingredients of any show, namely,
script, cast, sets, costuming, props and
lighting effects. The director is the
only person who can capsule all these
ingredients into a frame and have
them tell the story that they werc
meant to tell.

Flow and pace are primary in eithet
of the "frame" mediums,-motion
pictures or television, and this is ac-

complished by a combination of cam-

era movement and editing. In televi-
sion, the director is both camera di-
rector and editor, simultaneously. Con-
sequently, he must not be mechani-
cal in his approach, but he needs to
"feel" his every shot, as it relates to
the end results. Each cut, dissolve, fade
or camera movement has to be ao un-
obtrusive oart of the show and not
an obvious efiect.

A movie educated public does not
permit us to deviate from the accepted
use of dissolves and cuts, though they
may be unaware of the principles in-
volved. A dissolve, used in place of a

cut, is perhaps the most glaring ex-
amole of "effect for effect's sake"-so
eviient on most television musical and
variety shows. For example: a dissolve
from a medium shot to a close-up of
a singer is visually upsetting and has

l5

This is the sixth in o series on the vorious TY positions. flow with variety shots. Many times it
is advantageous to place a close-up
camera" immediately next to a. c mera
on a long or medium shot so that a

cut appears to be from the same view-
point.

Executive Tosks

Having analyzed some of the asthe-

tic problems of the television director,
it ii also important that vre be aware

of his function as the executive-coordi-
nator of a production unit. Although
these functions differ for every situa-

tion, there are certain basic procedures

that can effectively eliminate excess

"pencil work" prior to the camera re-

hearsal. Delegation of authority to
competent assistant directors and script
girls in the form of actual charts out-
lining dates of necessary accomplish-
ments has Droven so successful that the

director can be available almost all of
the time for creative meetings with
writers and designers. Most important
is that these people be made aware of
their responsibility to inform all in'
tegrated and coordinating departments
exactly what is expected from them
for each show. Dissemination of in-
formation regarding even the most
minute detail can become a very im-
portant thing when we realize that in
a major station the probable time for
the creation of all effects on a half-
hour musical program can run into
hundreds of collective hours, consider-
ing all phases from conference with
the client through painting the scenery
to the 6nal rehearsals.

Taking ourselves literally, it is ob'
obvious that in short, the Television
Director must necessarily be a happy
combination of asthetics and organiza-
tion. Realistically, however, we are

aware that the two rarely run in iux-
taposition.

no meaning. The purpose of a dissolve
is primarily for change of scene, or to
denote passage of time. It can also be
used for montages or special effects.

A cut is the simplest mechanical
transition we have, yet it is often the
most effective because it is the least
obvious, if used correctly. Once again,
in the case of the singer, a cut fron.r
a medium shot to a close-up at the end
of a musical phrase punctuates the
music because it occurs at a natural
time in the musical structure. This
makes it "clean" in contrast to a dis-
solve, which is "sloppy" as it begins
in one phrase and ends in another.
Also, on a musical number, a transi-
tion from a medium shot to a close.
up may be accomplished by a "dolly
in" ending exactly at the expiration of
a musical phrase.

Assuming the director has the use

of a dolly or crane camera., and the
assistance of rwo pedestal cameras on
a variety or musical show, it is im-
portant that the total effect of flow
and movement appear to emanate from
one source. This means that the di-
rector must block and stage his show
principally for his "mobile" carnera

and position his "static" cameras so

that he may still intersperse his main

Young Bill Hobin has been an NBC-TV producer-director

since 1949. Prior fo this he was an independeni producer

of experimental TV Commercials. Mr. Hobin studied screen

direction under ihe guidance of Joseph van Sternberg,

at the Universiiy of Souihern California where he maiored

in Cinema.
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This is the sixth in a series on the various TV positions. 

Television llireetor 

by Bill Hobin 

(Director "Garroway At Large") 

TIME, experience, and bitter results 
reveal that a major deficiency 

among all of us is the lack of the 
ability to utilize, to the best of ad- 
vantage, our major tool . . . the 
camera. 

Eliminating the fancy phrases and 
accepting the established format of 
elementary directing culled from all 
forms of theatrical endeavor, let's be 
basic about television. The camera 
must not be used as a mere recording 
device, but as a selective instrument 
which we use to enhance the basic 
ingredients of any show, namely, 
script, cast, sets, costuming, props and 
lighting effects. The director is the 
only person who can capsule all these 
ingredients into a frame and have 
them tell the story that they were 
meant to tell. 

Flow and pace are primary in either 
of the "frame" mediums,—motion 
pictures or television, and this is ac- 
complished by a combination of cam- 
era movement and editing. In televi- 
sion, the director is both camera di- 
rector and editor, simultaneously. Con- 
sequently, he must not be mechani- 
cal in his approach, but he needs to 
"feel" his every shot, as it relates to 
the end results. Each cut, dissolve, fade 
or camera movement has to be an un- 
obtrusive part of the show and not 
an obvious effect. 

A movie educated public does not 
permit us to deviate from the accepted 
use of dissolves and cuts, though they 
may be unaware of the principles in- 
volved. A dissolve, used in place of a 
cut, is perhaps the most glaring ex- 
ample of "effect for effect's sake"—so 
evident on most television musical and 
variety shows. For example: a dissolve 
from a medium shot to a close-up of 
a singer is visually upsetting and has 

no meaning. The purpose of a dissolve 
is primarily for change of scene, or to 
denote passage of time. It can also be 
used for montages or special effects. 

A cut is the simplest mechanical 
transition we have, yet it is often the 
most effective because it is the least 
obvious, if used correctly. Once again, 
in the case of the singer, a cut from 
a medium shot to a close-up at the end 
of a musical phrase punctuates the 
music because it occurs at a natural 
time in the musical structure. This 
makes it "clean" in contrast to a dis- 
solve, which is "sloppy" as it begins 
in one phrase and ends in another. 
Also, on a musical number, a transi- 
tion from a medium shot to a close- 
up may be accomplished by a "dolly 
in" ending exactly at the expiration of 
a musical phrase. 

Assuming the director has the use 
of a dolly or crane camera, and the 
assistance of two pedestal cameras on 
a variety or musical show, it is im- 
portant that the total effect of flow 
and movement appear to emanate from 
one source. This means that the di- 
rector must block and stage his show 
principally for his "mobile" camera 
and position his "static" cameras so 
that he may still intersperse his main 
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flow with variety shots. Many times it 
is advantageous to place a close-up 
camera immediately next to a camera 
on a long or medium shot so that a 
cut appears to be from the same view- 
point. 

Executive Tasks 

Having analyzed some of the asthe- 
tic problems of the television director, 
it is also important that we be aware 
of his function as the executive ■( oordi- 
nator of a production unit. Although 
these functions differ for every situa- 
tion, there are certain basic procedures 
that can effectively eliminate excess 
"pencil work" prior to the camera re- 
hearsal. Delegation of authority to 
competent assistant directors and script 
girls in the form of actual charts out- 
lining dates of necessary accomplish- 
ments has proven so successful that the 
director can be available almost all of 
the time for creative meetings with 
writers and designers. Most important 
is that these people be made aware of 
their responsibility to inform all in- 
tegrated and coordinating departments 
exactly what is expected from them 
for each show. Dissemination of in- 
formation regarding even the most 
minute detail can become a very im- 
portant thing when we realize that in 
a major station the probable time for 
the creation of all effects on a half- 
hour musical program can run into 
hundreds of collective hours, consider- 
ing all phases from conference with 
the client through painting the scenery 
to the final rehearsals. 

Taking ourselves literally, it is ob- 
obvious that in short, the Television 
Director must necessarily be a happy 
combination of asthetics and organiza- 
tion. Realistically, however, we are 
aware that the two rarely run in jux- 
taposition. 

Young Bill Hobin has been an NBC-TV producer-director 

since 1948. Prior to this he was an independent producer 

of experimental TV Commercials. Mr. Hobin studied screen 

direction under the guidance of Joseph van Sternberg, 

at the University of Southern California where he majored 

in Cinema. 
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Music's Ploce

hy Frcd V{aring

P ADIO'S favorite children-its
L \ star performers-were heard but
not seen. For that reason more than
any other, music became the backbone
of radio entertainment. Those of us

whose profession it is to produce mu-
sical shows felt pretty smug about the
whole thing and, even though we

could not carry on much stage move-
ment because of the stationary micro-
phones we were happy in this medium
that put clear, balanced sound above

everything else.

On the other side of the radic,
fence of course have been the cornics,
the variety performers, and the dra-
matic actors. For many years a majority
of these fellow-workers in show bus-
iness felt that not being seen was a

detriment to their art. In fact I am
sure you will recall the oft-repeated
comment when an act failed to go over
on radio, that the star had mis-fired
because he "had to be seen to be ao-
preciated".

Today every TV set owner wili
agree that the electronic miracle which
makes it possible to see a performancc
in his home has added a delightful
new dimension to his world of enter-
tainment. He does not have to use his
imagination any longer to know that
the studio audience is laughing at a

funny hat, or applauding an expertly
enacted dramatic scene.

But what tt music's place in televi-
sion ? Now that singers and musicians
have the benefit of sight presentation.
what new attraction can be offered to
enhance the sounds we make ? This
was a very disturbing question in my
mind when the prospect of a television
program of our own first loomed on
the horizon. I'm quite sure other per-
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formers in music had the same mis-
givings; Music has been called the
universal language and within the time
of man has been a supreme emotional
force, free from any baffiing charac-
teristics that might be created by
strange and unfamiliar sights meeting
the eye. To illustrate what I mean,
take for example a beautiful song like
"The Hills of Home". The composer
had his own nostalgic landscape in
mind, but I am sure that its lovely
strains bring to the mind of every
listener a picture of his own native
heath. By the same token the love-
sick young troubador in a foreign land
who sings his song of his lady fair
has a vision of feminine loveliness
quite different from the American
college sophomore, who hums the
exact same tune in anticipation of his
date for the Saturday night prom.

I7ith this personal interpretation
of music being the real basis for
universal understanding, it seemed a

rather dangerous undertaking to use

our own arbitnry notions rn design-
ing the musical pictures that television
would demand. However, we have
found out an amazing thing . . at
least I call it amazing. As long as we
remain faithful to the spirit and color
that we find in the notes and lyrics it
seems that our audience is content to
accept our own idea of how a piece
of music should "look". Intelligeni
cameta work and artistic lighting ef-
fects can capture the mood of a song
almost as deftly as the artist's brush.
Costumes that fit the locale or the
period blend smoothly into the viewers
impressions, and stage movement that
keeps within the spirit of the composi-
tion gives fuller meaning to what is

heard.

It is very gratifying for my Pennsyl-
vanians and me to feel that we are

lrelping to find a place for music in
television. At first it seemed strange,
but now we no longer are startled by
our own words when, in considering a

number, we ask "how will it look?"
as well as "is it a good arrangement?"
As week after week of television pro-
duction goes along we feel more and
more at ease working with stage di-
rectors, lighting experts, designers and
choreographers. Television has opened
up an exciting new wodd, another
place in the sun for those of us who
have the assignment to give the public
the music they love. Instead of feel-
ing that some means had to be con-
trived to fit music into television, u'e
all now have a strong belief that musrc
"belongs", and' that television is a

happy medium for our life's work.
And so I welcome this chance to

cxpress some thoughts on "music's

place in television." As the title for a

statement from one who is urr to his
neck in justifying that place, ii seemed
like a pretty big order. But actually it
boils right down to this-music very
definitely has a place in television
just as solid and salutary as its place in
other parts of our daily lives. Our
ambition therefore is to give the best
music which is available to such an
organization as ours the visual inter-
pretations it deserves.
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Music's Place 

In Television 

by Fred Waring 

RADIO'S favorite children—its 
star performers—were heard but 

not seen. For that reason more than 
any other, music became the backbone 
of radio entertainment. Those of us 
whose profession it is to produce mu- 
sical shows felt pretty smug about the 
whole thing and, even though we 
could not carry on much stage move- 
ment because of the stationary micro- 
phones we were happy in this medium 
that put clear, balanced sound above 
everything else. 

On the other side of the radio 
fence of course have been the comics, 
the variety performers, and the dra- 
matic actors. For many years a majority 
of these fellow-workers in show bus- 
iness felt that not being seen was a 
detriment to their art. In fact I am 
sure you will recall the oft-repeated 
comment when an act failed to go over 
on radio, that the star had mis-fired 
because he "had to be seen to be ap- 
preciated". 

Today every TV set owner will 
agree that the electronic miracle which 
makes it possible to see a performance 
in his home has added a delightful 
new dimension to his world of enter- 
tainment. He does not have to use his 
imagination any longer to know that 
the studio audience is laughing at a 
funny hat, or applauding an expertly 
enacted dramatic scene. 

But what rr music's place in televi- 
sion? Now that singers and musicians 
have the benefit of sight presentation, 
what new attraction can be offered to 
enhance the sounds we make? This 
was a very disturbing question in my 
mind when the prospect of a television 
program of our own first loomed on 
the horizon. I'm quite sure other per- 

formers in music had the same mis- 
givings. Music has been called the 
universal language and within the time 
of man has been a supreme emotional 
force, free from any baffling charac- 
teristics that might be treated by 
strange and unfamiliar sights meeting 
the eye. To illustrate what I mean, 
take for example a beautiful song like 
"The Hills of Home". The composer 
had his own nostalgic landscape in 
mind, but I am sure that its lovely 
strains bring to the mind of every 
listener a picture of his own native 
heath. By the same token the love- 
sick young troubador in a foreign land 
who sings his song of his lady fair- 
has a vision of feminine loveliness 
quite different from the American 
college sophomore, who hums the 
exact same tune in anticipation of his 
date for the Saturday night prom. 

With this personal interpretation 
of music being the real basis for 
universal understanding, it seemed a 
rather dangerous undertaking to use 
our own arbitrary notions m design- 
ing the musical pictures that television 
would demand. However, we have 
found out an amazing thing ... at 
least I call it amazing. As long as we 
remain faithful to the spirit and color 
that we find in the notes and lyrics it 
seems that our audience is content to 
accept our own idea of how a piece 
of music should "look". Intelligent 
camera work and artistic lighting ef- 
fects can capture the mood of a song 
almost as deftly as the artist's brush. 
Costumes that fit the locale or the 
period blend smoothly into the viewers 
impressions, and stage movement that 
keeps within the spirit of the composi- 
tion gives fuller meaning to what is 
heard. 

It is very gratifying for my Pennsyl- 
vanians and me to feel that we are 
helping to find a place for music in 
television. At first it seemed strange, 
but now we no longer are startled by 
our own words when, in considering a 
number, we ask "how will it look?" 
as well as "is it a good arrangement?" 
As week after week of television pro- 
duction goes along we feel more and 
more at ease working with stage di- 
rectors, lighting experts, designers and 
choreographers. Television has opened 
up an exciting new world, another 
place in the sun for those of us who 
have the assignment to give the public 
the music they love. Instead of feel- 
ing that some means had to be con- 
trived to fit music into television, we 
all now have a strong belief that music 
"belongs", and that television is a 
happy medium for our life's work. 

And so I welcome this chance to 
express some thoughts on "music's 
place in television." As the title for a 
statement from one who is up to his 
neck in justifying that place, it seemed 
like a pretty big order. But actually it 
boils right down to this—music very 
definitely has a place in television 
just as solid and salutary as its place in 
other parts of our daily lives.' Our 
ambition therefore is to give the best 
music which is available to such - an 
organization as ours the visual inter- 
pretations it deserves. 
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fT is commonly lamented by critics
I and decriers of television, both in-
side and outside the industry, that
production techniques have failed to
keep pace with technical advance. If
so, what is the answer to improved
programming in the future ?

What are the things that make uP a

good. television program? There are

three indivisible elements - 
( 1)

THEMING, which is the program's
story line, or subject treatment; (2)
DrREcrIoN. which is the effectiveness
of performers and cameras on a TV
stage; (3) PERFoRMANcE, which per-
tains to the quality of illusion created
by actors in the television studio.

Television Theming
Is a show's television theming timid,

conventional, shallow, tawdry and
repetitious ? Or is it bold, imaginative,
original and inspiring ? Much of a

show's success or failure depends on
this one important element, often
neglected by today's television pro-
ducers.

Current television theming suffers
from three deficiencies. The first is the
obsolescent assumption that only
children find interest and delight in
imaginative themes. The very survival
of folklore and superstition belies
this. Not professional poets, but the
numberless myriads of unlettered
humankind have kept green the race's
mernory of fanciful tall tales explain-
ing the genesis and laws of nature.

Mr. I. Magination, children's pro-
gram on CBS-TV, and Garroway at
Large, adult fare on NBC-TV, are

two good examples of imaginative
telecasting. The success of these shows
and the wide acclaim they have re-

ceived is an indication of how respon-
sive the public is to such material.

Theming's second deficiency is ow-
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MORDI GASSNER presents here lhe second install-
ment of "Advancing Televi:ion Technique". Mr. Gassner
was formerly Ari Director, WPIX; Production Designer
ABC-TV and CBS-TV: Designer of Broadway productions
and motion pictures. He was fwice awarded Guggen-
heim Fellowships for ceative work in art.

ing to the fallacy that great themes
entail great expense. Only producets
ignorant of the range and economy of
special effects could wilfully live in
the shadow of this mistake. Important
ideas can make themselves felt with
utmost simplicity, and no visual treat-
ment tied to the current mania for
period detail, with all its incidental
cost for elaborate construction, paint-
ing and handling, no interior decora-
tor's setting, can hold a candle to what
is inexpensively possible when special
effects are fused with intelligently
planned minimum scenery. A studl'
of special effects would indoctrinate
television producers with the truth
that imagination costs less to televisc
than run-of-the-mill subjects now dull-
ing the edge of public pleasure in tele-
vision. Prosaic themes have been writ-
ten in red ink a long while. It is time
for more daring television theming
to begin writing in black.

Theming's third deficiency is dis-
sonance between program and com-
mercial. Viewers squirm and hate in-
trusive advertising for this. Commer-
cial copywriters are striving to key
their appeals nearer the program
pitch, sometimes successfully. But only
an underestimation of themal material
native to the sponsoring enterprise
itself can account for the ndty of
television theming on such material.
The content of enterprise is virgin
territory for television theming. The
du Ponts, the Fords, General Motors,

the Mellon interests, the Chase anci

National Ciry Banks, American Telc-
phone and Telegraph and others of
like scale, have not one great story
to tell, but thousands. Their separate
epics, still untold, match the stuff of
history.

lelevision Dircction
Television Direction requires fl

visual education on a par with the
maturest ideas of stagecraft. The
television director must be in the van-
guard of those who envisage the full
scoPe and expressive Powers of our
medium. He must somehow learn so

to administrate technical crews and
actors that they dynamically engender
on video his utmost premonitions of
movements of the mind made visible.
Be the telecast purpose pathos or wit.
fright or anger, excitement or serenity,
he must be himself the instrument of
that purpose and by dint of his know-
ledge and personal art of suasion, as

much as by his authority, keep his
technical and perf orming agents
equally instrumental of that purpose.

Television directors, as a class,

should acquire a multiple schizo-

phrenia, the better to split their visual
powers five ways at once, for guiding
the business of actors, of audio-video
control men and of three separatelv
moving cameras. Radio can hardlv
qualify the candidate fot at art mainll'
visual. Theatre directors minus mo-

tion picture experience find the stra-
tegy of. carnera position and motion
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MORDI GASSNER presents here the second install- 
ment of "Advancing Television Technique". Mr. Gassner 
was formerly Art Director, WPIX; Production Designer 
ABC-TV and CBS-TV; Designer of Broadway productions 
and motion pictures. He was twice awarded Guggen- 
heim Fellowships for creative work in art. 
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IT is commonly lamented by critics 
and decriers of television, both in- 

side and outside the industry, that 
production techniques have failed to 
keep pace with technical advance. If 
so, what is the answer to improved 
programming in the future? 

What are the things that make up a 
good television program? There are 
three indivisible elements — (1) 
theming, which is the program's 
story line, or subject treatment; (2) 
direction, which is the effectiveness 
of performers and cameras on a TV 
stage; (3) performance, which per- 
tains to the quality of illusion created 
by actors in the television studio. 

Television Theming 
Is a show's television theming timid, 

conventional, shallow, tawdry and 
repetitious ? Or is it bold, imaginative, 
original and inspiring? Much of a 
show's success or failure depends on 
this one important element, often 
neglected by today's television pro- 
ducers. 

Current television theming suffers 
from three deficiencies. The first is the 
obsolescent assumption that only 
children find interest and delight in 
dnaginative themes. The very survival 
of folklore and superstition belies 
this. Not professional poets, but the 
numberless myriads of unlettered 
humankind have kept green the race's 
memory of fanciful tall tales explain- 
ing the genesis and laws of nature. 

Mr. I. Magination, children's pro- 
gram on CBS-TV, and Garroway at 
Large adult fare on NBC-TV, are 
two good examples of imaginative 
telecasting. The success of these shows 
and the wide acclaim they have re- 
ceived is an indication of how respon- 
sive the public is to such material. 

Theming s second deficiency is ow- 

ing to the fallacy that great themes 
entail great expense. Only producers 
ignorant of the range and economy of 
special effects could wilfully live in 
the shadow of this mistake. Important 
ideas can make themselves felt with 
utmost simplicity, and no visual treat- 
ment tied to the current mania for 
period detail, with all its incidental 
cost for elaborate construction, paint- 
ing and handling, no interior decora- 
tor's setting, can hold a candle to what 
is inexpensively possible when special 
effects are fused with intelligently 
planned minimum scenery. A study 
of special effects would indoctrinate 
television producers with the truth 
that imagination costs less to televise 
than run-of-the-mill subjects now dull- 
ing the edge of public pleasure in tele- 
vision. Prosaic themes have been writ- 
ten in red ink a long while. It is time 
for more daring television theming 
to begin writing in black. 

Theming's third deficiency is dis- 
sonance between program and com- 
mercial. Viewers squirm and hate in- 
trusive advertising for this. Commer- 
cial copywriters are striving to key 
their appeals nearer the program 
pitch, sometimes successfully. But only 
an underestimation of themal material 
native to the sponsoring enterprise 
itself can account for the rarity of 
television theming on such material. 
The content of enterprise is virgin 
territory for television theming. The 
du Fonts, the Fords, General Motors, 

the Mellon interests, the Chase and 
National City Banks, American Tele- 
phone and Telegraph and others of 
like scale, have not one great story 
to tell, but thousands. Their separate 
epics, still untold, matih the stuff of 
history. 

Television Direction 
Television Direction requires a 

visual education on a par with the 
maturest ideas of stagecraft. The 
television director must be in the van- 
guard of those who envisage the full 
scope and expressive powers of our 
medium. He must somehow learn so 
to administrate technical crews and 
actors that they dynamically engender 
on video his utmost premonitions of 
movements of the mind made visible. 
Be the telecast purpose pathos or wit, 
fright or anger, excitement or serenity, 
he must be himself the instrument of 
that purpose and by dint of his know- 
ledge and personal art of suasion, as 
much as by his authority, keep his 
technical and performing agents 
equally instrumental of that purpose. 

Television directors, as a class, 
should acquire a multiple schi2o- 
phrenia, the better to split their visual 
powers five ways at once, for guiding 
the business of actors, of audio-video 
control men and of three separately 
moving cameras. Radio can hardly 
qualify the candidate for an art mainly 
visual. Theatre directors minus mo- 
tion picture experience find the stra- 
tegy of camera position and motion 
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a wearing drain on their flair for stage*.-
business. It takes experience, time, '" 1
flexibility, a capacity to unlearn habits H
born of rigid sightlines. 

,ffi

o"f;Ht:-;'f,'f::t"'J,TJ":T:: KSO.TV Celebrqles
tor's determination to complete his
education in every art contributory to
television: the visual arts, the lite:: ;y
and the musical and the technical.
NThere others in our age must be
specialists, the television director must
be the "whole man". He must throb r-r
with initiative intent i; ird"."-;;; F-ROM 5,000 to 60,000 television
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Firsl Anniversory

and San Francisco-Oakland was gradu-
ally being tabbed as a fairly respectable
market by TV advertisers.

Immediately following the regular
football season, KGO-TV added a
block of ice hockey games (San Fran-
cisco Shamrocla) to its Saturday night
offerings and lined up the EasaWLt
football classic for December 31st.

Meanwhile such shows as General
Mills' "Lone Ranger" and Goodyear,s
"Paul \trThiteman Revue" came inio the
station's schedule, setting the stage for
a brisk first quarter saies splurle in
1950.

This subsequent sales activity by the
statron's sales department was capped
by the signing of 13 locally sponsored
hours within the first 10 days of
March.

KGO-TV's current schedule is a f.ar
cry from that of a year ago. The aver-
age programming week now runs to
approximately 35 hours with 30 of
those hours riding over sponsors' ban-
ners. Afternoon programming is estab-
lished and offered Tuesday through
Friday-and on Saturdays when the
Oakland baseball team is holding forth
in the Emeryville park.

Not the least of recent additions
has been a package of film classics

_(Pygmalion, A Star is Born, Jamaica
Inn, etc.) sponsored by Hale's Appti
ance Stores and General Electric Sup-
ply Corporation. These Monday nigirt
feature film presentations are direAly
responsible for a lot of new antennal
on Bay Area roofs.

And now that TV set ownership, as
reported by the Northern California
Electrical Bureau, has reached the 60,-
000 mark, KGO-TV looks forward to
its second year of operations with
considerable more optimism than exist-
ed a year ago. As with most television
operations, the first year was the
hardest.

A qualified television director must
be able to command the order, path.
tempo and intensity of the viewer's at.
tention at each moment of fluent
imagery. To control picture interest
in flux, he must make sensible choices
of visual effects; he must conceive the
actions of his performers in keeping
with the style of his staging. He needs
to know the harmonics and counter-
point of pictorial arrangement so as
to anticipate and recognize expressive
framing on camera. He musl know
what lighting can do-the response
factors of the orthicons to intensity
Ievels and color, and how light ca;
simplify dramatically even the most
complex of subjects. Camera choice,
camera motion, must be motivated for
him; now for subiective identificatiou
with performers, now for the felt and
seen rhythm of the lens, itself a

dancer in space.

A television director must be skilled
in merging film with his live takes.
He must have a wide acquaintance
with sources and kinds of such ma-
terial, and choose wisely what is
suited to his program. Special effects,
too, offer him cuts in cost, in time, il
hazard. They introduce surprise, be-
wilderment, awe, shock, the sense of
strangeness or abnormality, or simple
elemental beauty. rDThile he need not
know how each effect is achieved, the
television director ought to know what
is possible and how to judge the
product of a specialists's labors.

(Continted ox page 2O)
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Last month-May 5th to be exact-
marked the station's first anniversarv.
and the occasion called forth some
interesting calculations by the station
management.

Second of the now three TV stations
to begin operations in San Francisco,
ABC's fledgling first took to the air
on a meager 12 to L3 hours-per-week,
only an averz,ge of five hours of which
were commercial. The some 5.000 TV
sets then in use in the area didn't
exactly make sponsors want to stand
in line and bid for programs or time.

Thus, one of KGO-TV's first jobs
was to create some public excitement
about television-a task that was ap-
proached with top sports programming
(Oakland Acorns home games, local
wrestling and boxing) and such other
programs as the Academy Award win-,
ning "Crusade in Europe", Hopalong
Cassidy and Hoffman Hayride (whicfi
went on to win a local television
Academy Award).

But the television set buying leth-
argy in the Bay Area did not really
get blasted until September of t949
when KGO-TV, Tide I/ater Associ-
ated Oil and Stanford University
teamed up to telecast all of Stanford;s
home football games.

Football is especially dear to the
hearts of Bay Area dwellers and the
combination of football and television
broke the logam on TV set sales. By
the time the Stanford-UC classic (The
Big Game) rolled around set owner-
ship was crowding the 30,000 mark
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a wearing drain on their flair for stage 
business. It takes experience, time, 
flexibility, a capacity to unlearn habits 
born of rigid sightlines. 

Humdrum telecast purpose must not 
deaden the qualified television direc- 
tor's determination to complete his 
education in every art contributory to 
television; the visual arts, the literary 
and the musical and the technical. 
Where others in our age must be 
specialists, the television director must 
be the "whole man". He must throb 
with initiative intent to induce and 
express telecast purpose on a superior 
level. He, more than anyone except the 
designer, can educate the upper eche- 
lons of television production to a 
clearer sense than they now show 
of what wonderful things television 
can do. 

A qualified television director must 
be able to command the order, path, 
tempo and intensity of the viewer's at 
tention at each moment of fluent 
imagery. To control picture interest 
in flux, he must make sensible choices 
of visual effects; he must conceive the 
actions of his performers in keeping 
with the style of his staging. He needs 
to know the harmonics and counter- 
point of pictorial arrangement so as 
to anticipate and recognize expressive 
framing on camera. He must know 
what lighting can do—the response 
factors of the orthicons to intensity 
levels and color, and how light can 
simplify dramatically even the most 
complex of subjects. Camera choice, 
camera motion, must be motivated for 
him; now for subjective identification 
with performers, now for the felt and 
seen rhythm of the lens, itself a 
dancer in space. 

A television director must be skilled 
in merging film with his live takes. 
He must have a wide acquaintance 
with sources and kinds of such ma- 
terial, and choose wisely what is 
suited to his program. Special effects, 
too, offer him cuts in cost, in time, in 
hazard. They introduce surprise, be- 
wilderment, awe, shock, the sense of 
strangeness or abnormality, or simple 
elemental beauty. While he need not 
know how each effect is achieved, the 
television director ought to know what 
is possible and how to judge the 
product of a specialists's labors. 

(Continued on page 20) 
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KGO-TV Celebrates 

First Anniversary 

FROM 5,000 to 60,000 television 
receivers . . . from 5 to 30 hours 

of sponsored time—those, very briefly, 
are the two most significant develop- 
ments during the first year in the life 
of KGO-TV, the ABC-owned station 
serving the San Francisco-Oakland Bay 
Area. 

Last month—May 5 th to be exact— 
marked the station's first anniversary, 
and the occasion called forth some 
interesting calculations by the station 
management. 

Second of the now three TV stations 
to begin operations in San Francisco, 
ABC's fledgling first took to the air 
on a meager 12 to 13 hours-per-week, 
only an average of five hours of which 
were commercial. The some 5,000 TV 
sets then in use in the area didn't 
exactly make sponsors want to stand 
in line and bid for programs or time. 

Thus, one of KGO-TV's first jobs 
was to create some public excitement 
about television—a task that was ap- 
proached with top sports programming 
(Oakland Acorns home games, local 
wrestling and boxing) and such other 
programs as the Academy Award win- 
ning "Crusade in Europe", Hopalong 
Cassidy and Hoffman Hayride (which 
went on to win a local television 
Academy Award). 

But the television set buying leth- 
argy in the Bay Area did not really 
get blasted until September of 1949 
when KGO-TV, Tide Water Asson- 
ated Oil and Stanford University 
teamed up to telecast all of Stanford's 
home football games. 

Football is especially dear to the 
hearts of Bay Area dwellers and the 
combination of football and television 
broke the logjam on TV set sales. By 
the time the Stanford-UC classic (The 
Big Game) rolled around set owner- 
ship was crowding the 30,000 mark 

and San Francisco-Oakland was gradu- 
ally being tabbed as a fairly respectable 
market by TV advertisers. 

Immediately following the regular 
football season, KGO-TV added a 
block of ice hockey games (San Fran- 
cisco Shamrocks) to its Saturday night 
offerings and lined up the East-West 
football classic for December 31st. 

Meanwhile such shows as General 
Mills Lone Ranger" and Gocdyear's 
"Paul Whiteman Revue" came into the 
station s schedule, setting the stage for 
a brisk first quarter sales splurge in 
1950. 

This subsequent sales activity by the 
station's sales department was capped 
by the signing of 13 loially sponsored 
hours within the first 10 days of 
March. 

KGO-TV's current schedule is a far 
cry from that of a year ago. The aver- 
age programming week now runs to 
approximately 35 hours with 30 of 
those hours riding over sponsors' ban- 
ners. Afternoon programming is estab- 
lished and offered Tuesday through 
Friday—and on Saturdays when the 
Oakland baseball team is holding forth 
in the Emeryville park. 

Not the least of recent additions 
has been a package of film classics 
(Pygmalion, A Star is Born, Jamaica 
Inn, etc.) sponsored by Hale's Appli- 
ance Stores and General Electric Sup- 
ply Corporation. These Monday night 
feature film presentations are directly 
responsible for a lot of new antennae 
on Bay Area roofs. 

And now that TV set ownership as 
reported by the Northern California 
Electrical Bureau, has reached the 60,- 
000 mark, KGO-TV looks forward to 
its second year of operations with 
considerable more optimism than exist- 
ed a year ago. As with most television 
operations, the first year was the 
hardest. 

JUNE, 1950 
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Slipqinq Jitlel . . . with lack Batch

lack .Balch o writerdircctor-producer ol all types oI
television slrows, wos drcmo editor ond cfitic ol the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch (the Pulitzer papet) lor lour years. He hos
published a novel, "Lamps ot High Noon," ond o ploy ol his'
"Me The Sleeper," wos produced in New York lost yeor.

MOSS HART'S "Answer Yes Or No," half-hour program Sunday nights
on NBC, has hit the public-interest jackpot. The formula is sirnple. It invites
people to guess which way the other fellow might jurnp in an-uh-unusual
situation.

For instance of the way this redhot fornrula works, Hart recently suggested

to the round and firm and fully packed (this is not an adv.) Mrs. Quentin
Reynolds that she imagine herself in the water at a crowded beach and that her
bathing suit has come off and got lost. lVhere from the water will she eventually
decide to come out? \Where her husband and a group of their most intimate
friends 

^re, 
or further up at a spot inhabited only by a mob of total strangers,

hmmmm?
Before her answer was tnade public, the guests did some advance guessing.

Arlene Francis (the little devill) guessed La Reynolds would come out all over.
Hart (the moderator) laughed but vetoed this answer within the rules. Hiram
Sherman, a very smart fellow who's a very good actor too, guessed she'd come

out among the strangers just for the stories it would give her to tell all season

while dining away from the home tables. Reynolds himself (jiggers, da innocent
husbandl) guessed she'd come out where he was. Only Sherman guessed right.

Sometimes the questions are not up to the-shall we say-intellectual levels
indicated above, as when Sherman was asked whether he'd accept a free trio
around the wodd if he were obliged to eat salmon at each and every meal. "Of
course he wouldn't," everybody chorus'd, and of course everybody was right.
So watch the questions, Hart, they shouldn't smell from herring. And that way
the show will last a long time and will be very funny and you'll always have
something every week to bring home to the Kitty.

{.**
FBANK SINATRA proved cr solid personcl hit on the second Bob

Hope NBC show. Scoring every time he cppecred (which would sug-
gest ihct he should have cr progrqm oI his own), he wcs pcrticulcrly
ellective in c tckeoll with Hope on the Hope-Crosby movies, "The Rocrd
to Singcrpore," "The Rocd to Morocco," etc. The tckeoll, entitled "The
Rocrd to Frigidcdre," hcrd our lcrvorite thin mqn wecring cr pipe in his
mouth, big ecrrs crlongside his hecrd, and a "boo-boo-boo" in his tonsils.
He grocrned good too . . . Hope's gca-writers were crll busy crlong the
usual lines: "The reqson my nose tums up like thct . . . It hcppened
crt cr tcllee pull . . . the lights went out."

BRIEFER MENTIONS: Everett Sloane, in a Joe Liss original "Semmel-
weiss," about the discoverer of puerperal (or childbed) fever, was brilliant for
Philco iecently. This was a repeat for Sloane, who was just as brilliant in an
eadier show as Vincent Van Gogh . . .

Vyllis Cooper, director-producer of "Stage 13," CBS on \Tednesday nights.
is a good man and true at creating horror. But a recent opus of his on werewolves
of Hungary, who are the (quote) "Undead" (unquote), was not horrible
enough for three guys at the bar where I sometimes hang up. "Let's turn to the
wrestlers, who are much more horrible," they said. But the bartender held out
for "Stage 13." Turned out he was from Hungary: "And I never miss a chance
to find out what's going on in the old country."
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T elevision Perlormqnce
Television performance is the rea.l'

iest of all television skills to entei
upon the promised future scope and
power of the medium. Actors of cul-
tivated ability abound. In New York
alone there are some seven or eight
thousand of them, seldom employed.
Few have experience or training in
the special needs of television per-
formance; but minor adiustments of
technique and attitude are within the
power of many. Many of today's TV
actors have resources far beyond the
present demands on their qualifica-
tions for television performance.

Thousands of players have done
their stints of stock, coping bravely
and often successfully with incredible
lacks of production wherewithal to
show off their artistry. Many, and this
season more than ever before, are
happily witnessing and playing in
the mushrooming hundreds of Little
Theatres producing on arena stages.
Though few have had the opportunity,
most of them long to partake of reper-
tory group production. The hazards
of improvisational performance based

on habitual type-casting would frigh-
ten few, provided that time and
famlliarity with fellow-players were
afforded in proportion to tasks as-

signed. Impromptu television would
be a happy game for many.

HOUSTON MODEL K2A Auiometic l6mm
Developing Machine. Good Condilion.
Used....................... ...............$1000.00
Houston l6mm Prinier. Like new....... 200.00
l6mm Daylighi Prin1er.................................. 250.00

HarFilms, Inc.,
500 Baronne Si., New Orleans, La. 12.

fr Televiser will not be pub-

I ished d u ring the su rnmer

months OT July ond August. fr

CLASSIFIED ADS
f5 for 50 Words; f8.50 up fo 100 Words
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Jlippinq JitlsA with Jack Batch 

Jack Balch a writer-director-producer of all types of 
television shows, was drama editor and critic of the St. Louis 
Post-Dispatch (the Pulitzer paper) for four years. He has 
published a novel, "Lamps at High Noon," and a play of his, 
"Me The Sleeper," was produced in New York last year. 

MOSS HART'S Answer Yes Or No," half-hour program Sunday nights 
on NBC, has hit the public-interest jackpot. The formula is simple. It invites 
people to guess which way the other fellow might jump in an—uh—unusual 
situation. 

For instance of the way this redhot formula works, Hart recently suggested 
to the round and firm and fully packed (this is not an adv.) Mrs. Quentin 
Reynolds that she imagine herself in the water at a crowded beach and that her 
bathing suit has come off and got lost. Where from the water will she eventually 
decide to come out? Where her husband and a group of their most intimate 
friends are, or further up at a spot inhabited only by a mob of total strangers, 
hmmmm? 

Before her answer was made public, the guests did some advance guessing. 
Arlene Francis (the little devil!) guessed La Reynolds would come out all over. 
Hart (the moderator) laughed but vetoed this answer within the rules. Hiram 
Sherman, a very smart fellow who's a very good actor too, guessed she'd come 
out among the strangers just for the stories it would give her to tell all season 
while dining away from the home tables. Reynolds himself (jiggers, da innocent 
husband!) guessed she'd come out where he was. Only Sherman guessed right. 

Sometimes the questions are not up to the—shall we say—intellectual levels 
indicated above, as when Sherman was asked whether he'd accept a free trip 
around the world if he were obliged to eat salmon at each and every meal. "Of 
course he wouldn't," everybody chorus'd, and of course everybody was right. 
So watch the questions, Hart, they shouldn't smell from herring. And that way 
the show will last a long time and will be very funny and you'll always have 
something every week to bring home to the Kitty. 

FRANK SINATRA proved a solid personal hit on the second Bob 
Hope NBC show. Scoring every time he appeared (which would sug- 
gest that he should have a program of his own), he was particularly 
effective in a takeoff with Hope on the Hope-Crosby movies, "The Road 
to Singapore." "The Road to Morocco," etc. The takeoff, entitled "The 
Road to Frigidaire," had our favorite thin man wearing a pipe in his 
mouth, big ears alongside his head, and a "boo-boo-boo" in his tonsils. 
He groaned good too . . . Hope's gag-writers were all busy along the 
usual lines: "The reason my nose turns up like that ... It happened 
at a taffee pull . . . the lights went out." 

BRIEFER MENTIONS: Everett Sloane, in a Joe Liss original "Semmel- 
weiss," about the discoverer of puerperal (or childbed) fever, was brilliant for 
Philco recently. This was a repeat for Sloane, who was just as brilliant in an 
earlier show as Vincent Van Gogh . . . 

Wyllis Cooper, director-producer of "Stage 13," CBS on Wednesday nights, 
is a good man and true at creating horror. But a recent opus of his on werewolves 
of Hungary, who are the (quote) "Undead" (unquote), was not horrible 
enough for three guys at the bar where I sometimes hang up. "Let's turn to the 
wrestlers, who are much more horrible," they said. But the bartender held out 
for "Stage 13." Turned out he was from Hungary: "And I never miss a chance 
to find out what's going on in the old country." 

{Continued from [>age 19) 

Television Performance 
Television performance is the read- 

iest of all television skills to enter 
upon the promised future scope and 
power of the medium. Actors of cul- 
tivated ability abound. In New York 
alone there are some seven or eight 
thousand of them, seldom employed. 
Few have experience or training in 
the special needs of television per- 
formance; but minor adjustments of 
technique and attitude are within the 
power of many. Many of today's TV 
actors have resources far beyond the 
present demands on their qualifica- 
tions for television performance. 

Thousands of players have done 
their stints of stock, coping bravely 
and often successfully with incredible 
lacks of production wherewithal to 
show off their artistry. Many, and this 
season more than ever before, are 
happily witnessing and playing in 
the mushrooming hundreds of Little 
Theatres producing on arena stages. 
Though few have had the opportunity, 
most of them long to partake of reper- 
tory group p -oduction. The hazards 
of improvisational performance based 
on habitual type-casting would frigh- 
ten few, provided that time and 
familiarity with fellow-players were 
afforded in proportion to tasks as- 
signed. Impromptu television would 
be a happy game for many. 

CLASSIFIED ADS 
$5 for 50 Words; $8.50 up to 100 Words 

HOUSTON MODEL K2A Automatic 16mm 
Developing Machine. Good Condition. 
Used $1000.00 
Houston 16mm Printer. Like new  200.00 
i6mm Daylight Printer  250.00 

HarFilms, Inc., 
600 Baronne St., New Orleans, La. 12. 
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WITH N.5.5. "SHOWMANSHIP ON FILM"

o
The audience-imPression and sales'success of your tele'

vision film commercial depends on the care, artistry and crea-

tive showmanship expended in its production. Our thirty
years of service to the motion picture industry enable us to

offer the unlimited imagination,technical facilities and skilled

craftsmanship necessary to the production of an outstand'ing

television filrn commercial.
Popularity surveys and the satisfaction of top advertisers,

agencies and TV stations are proof that you can depend on

NertoNor Scnux Srnvrcr for television film commercials

that convincingly tell your message' dramatically show your

story and unfailingly sell your product!
NlrroNer ScnnrN Srnvrcr is ready to handle your f:Jm

commercial neecls, through studios in New York and Holly'
wood...laboratories in New York, Hollywood, Dallas and

Chicago . . . odces in 31 cities across the country'
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tell tliem...show them...sell them 

gf live-action 

FILM 

Iff STOP-MOTION 
ANIMATION 

Ef CARTOON 
ANIMATION 

Ef SPECIAL EFFECTS 

eT trick 
PHOTOGRAPHY 

Ef FILM SLIDES 

WITH N.S.S. "SHOWMANSHIP ON FILM' 

The audience-impression and sales-success of your tele- 
vision film commercial depends on the care, artistry and crea- 
tive showmanship expended in its production. Our thirty 
years of service to the motion picture industry enable us to 
offer the unlimited imagination, technical facilities and skilled 
craftsmanship necessary to the production of an outstanding 
television film commen *1. 

Popularity surveys and the satisfaction of top advertisers, 
agencies and TV stations are proof that you can depend on 
National Screen Service for television film commercials 
that convincingly tell your message, dramatically show your 
story and unfailingly sell your product! 

National Screen Service is ready to handle your film 
commercial needs, through studios in New "" ark and Holly- 
wood ... laboratories in New Y ork, Hollywood, Dallas and 
Chicago... offices in 31 cities across the country 

nniioiMHAC^ev servici f fMif »Mr of wr umvsmr 

1600 BROADWAY 
NEW YORK 19, N.Y. 
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